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Senate votes to
hike drinking age

Story-teller Brother Blue, also known as Dr. Hugh Morgan Hill - a Harvard honors graduate,
read from his Rainbow Book on the hill of the MUB yesterday afternoon. (Chris Kent photo>

Mills denies accusations

Mills protected Spitz say profs
By Barbara Polichetti
Two
political
science
professors said yesterday
President Eugene Mills' aim
during the Spitz grievance case
has been to protect Liberal Arts
Dean Allan Spitz.
Associate Professor Dave
Moore's and Professor- Bernard
Gordon's accusations came after
Mills called a Tuesday meeting
with the Political Science
Promotion and Tenure Committee to discuss Assistant Professor
Warren Brown's tenure.
They criticized Mills's refusal
to inform the committee of
specific charges made against it
in February by the College of
Liberal Arts Promotion and
Tenure Committee.
Moore said Mills's refusal is
"in my view, an attempt to coverup the wrong-doings of Dean
Allan Spitz."
Gordon added that Mills's
refusal to bring the matter to the
University's Professional Standards Committee (PSC) shows
that Mills "is prepared to do
anything and everything to
protect Dean Spitz from the findings of the PSC."
Mills denied the accusations
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The New Hampshire reporter Joel
Brown spent a week in jail for his
role in a Clamshell AlliaMe- protest.
For his impressions of life in the
county farm see page~hree.
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saying they are "just personal
expressions. They are erroneous,
false and regrettable,'' he said.
"I feel the accusations and putting words into my mouth will not
help the process of procedures,"
said Mills. "I will refrain from
responding to this going back and
forth."
Gordon and Moore are two of
the four political science faculty
members who filed grievances
against Spitz for his alleged interference in Brown's promotion
and tenure case.
Gordon called Tuesday's

meeting "disappointing and in a
way remarkable - Mills gave us
no information whatsoever.''
Moore and Gordon wanted
more information about the
liberal art's
committee's
unanimous vote in favor of
Brown's promotion and tenure
despite the department committee's vote against his promotion
and tenure.
A report handed down with that
decision
also
contained
criticisms of the political science

By Michael Kelly
The state Senate yesterday
killed one Senate bill to raise the
state's drinking age to 20, but
passed a House approved bill to
raise the age to 19.
The Senate passed an amended
version of HB 171 by a vote of 1211, after an hour of debate. The
amended bill calls for the
drinking age to be raised to 19.
If signed into law by Gov. Hugh
Gallen, it will go into effect Jan.
1, 1980. It includes a "grandfather clause" to allow those
who turn 18 before that date to
buy and drink alcohol.
tsut the bill may never get to
Gallen's desk in its present form.
The House, which voted 281-115 to
pass the original bill calling for a
hike to 20, is unlikely to agree
with the amendedversion.
Should the House non-concur
with the Senate's decision, a
committee in conference of four
representatives and three
senators will meet to attempt a
compromise.
Sen. Peter Allen <D-Wilmot),
who proposed the amendment,
defended it by saying a hike to 19
would minimize border hopping
into Vermont by alcohol-seeking
youths.
Allen said his amendment
would "go a long way to reduce"
high school drinking, while
preserving ''the rights and
privileges" of those already 18.
- Sen. Robert Preston (DHampton) strongly opposed the
amendment, and called for a
drinking age boost to at least 20.
"This (lowering the drinking
age to 18 in 1973) has been a social
experiment that has not worked
... we have seen an increase in
~inge drinking, and wild parties

in ages 14 arid on up," said
Preston.
The Senate rejected a move by
Sen. Norman Champagne <DYanchester) to revitalize its own
drinking age bill, which called for
an age hike to 20.
Champagne moved that the
Senate overturn a Jud\ciary
Committee recommendation that
SB82 was inexpediant to
legislate, since its subject matter
was covered by the House bill.
His proposal was defeated 12-11.
An amendment by Sen. D. Alan
Rock CR-Nashua) to make BH171
effective on passage, while
allowing those already 18 years
old to continue drinking, was also
defeated 12-11.
Rock, a strong supporter of the
Allen amendment, pleaded the
cause of the 18-year-old drinker.
"I know many 18-year-olds who
do a better job of holding their
liquor than their parents," said
Rock.
Although Rock supported an
increase in the drinking age to 19
instead of 20, he made it clear
that he preferred to leave the
drinking age where it is now: at
18.
"Do you mean to tell me that
a youth can go out and get
married at 18, but can't toast his
wedding vows with a glass of
wine?" asked Rock.
An amendment offered by Sen.
Clesson Blaisdell <D-Keene)
would have "split" the bill. It
allowed 19-year-olds to drink off
premises, and 1~-._)'ear-olds to buy
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President Carter
comes. back to NH
By Dennis <;auchon
President Jimmy Carter returned to New Hampsh.ire Wednesday
to begin his 1980 re-election campaign the same way he won the
presidency in 1976.
Carter rolled up his shirt
sleeves and fielded questions
from local residents on subjects
ranging from nuclear power to
little Amy Carter.
Gov. Hugh Gallen, Sen. John
Durkin, Rep. Norm D' Amours
and former Sen. Thomas Mcintyre were among the 800 who attended the "town meeting" at
Portsmouth High School.
In his opening remarks Carter
confronted the energy question.
"After the accident at Three Mile
Island we must make some hard
decisions on nuclear energy,'' he
said. "Every nuclear plant .must
be made safer than we once
thought either possible or
necessary.''
Carter noted that John
Kerneny, president 'Of Dartmouth

College in Hanover, N.H., had
been appointed to head the
presidential commission which
will study the accident at Harrisburg.
If Kemeny discovered any
change that might immediately
imnrove the safetv of nuclear
power plants, he has been directed to let the president and the
public know without delay, Carter said.
The country's energy picture is
grim, according to Carter. "We
have learned one simple fact,'' he
said. "We must use less oil and
we must pay more for what we
use."
Carter said forests should be
used more in supplying New
England's energy needs. "Our
studies indicate that we could
meet one-third of New England's
residential and commercial
space heating needs with the
woods which we now leave
CARTER, page 16

President Jimmy Carter unofficially kicked off his 1980
presidential campaign in Portsmouth Wednesday. (Dennis
Cauchon photo)
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UNH grad: Carter's travel agent

News briefs
Correction
Student services .are not growing at the expense of academic
programs, according to a report presented to the Academic
Senate this week. The New Hampshire incorrectly reported
Tuesday the Office of Student Affairs might be getting more than
an approporiate share of University funds.
However, a rift does exist between the Office of Academic Affairs and the Office of Student Affairs, according to the report by
the task force on student services.
Gordon Haaland, vice-president for academic affairs. and
Richard Stevens, vice president for student affairs, will examine
the problems presented in.the report.
"We will be working this summer, examining the report and
discussing the probleme, '' Stevena ea id.

By Stan Olshefski

The director of President Carter's advance office told of his
duties and job experiences to 15
UNH professors and students at
the Horton Social Science Center
yesterday.
Ellis Woodward, a 1974 UNH
- graduate, spoke mainly of his
hectic schedule and many
responsibilities.
"I coordinate every aspect of a
presidential visit," Woodward
said. He is responsible for all of
Carter's out-of-house visits,
whether they be to Portsmouth or
Tel Aviv.
Woodward said it is relatively
easy for students to get involved
in politics. "You can work on
congressional campaigns or

there is the right media
coverage.
"The trip here was successful,"
Woodward
said
speaking of Carter's visit to New
Hampshire this month. He said a
typical trip costs $8,000 and takes
six weeks of planning.
W~ward ex
· ed the com-

plexities of his position. "A
travelling
president
is
a
travelling White House; it takes
an incrediele amount of time and
planning,'' he said.
Carter spends about 50 percent
of his time outsid~ of ~ashington
WOODWARD, page 16

volunteer handing out loaflotc.

Haaland and Stovono

You deal with a lot of crazy
people, but it's well worth it. ' '
The
lean,
matter-of-fact
Woodward said there are three
categories to judge a successful
presidential
visit:
politics,
logistics and media .
"We've got to make sure there
are no political conflicts, we have
transportation
and
accomodations for everyone, and

will repor1 their findings to the Academic Senate next fall.

Cable tv corning
Cable television will be installed in Durham within three
months, according to a decision by Durham Selectmen at a
meeting Monday.
Town Manager Alan Edmond said the areas to be serviced will
include the densely populated downtown area near the University.
"Lines will extend along Mill Rd. as far as Woodridge Rd., Rte.
125 a~ far !ls Laurel Ln., and along Madbury Rd. and Rte. 108 in
· the ~irechon of Dover, 1' Edmond said. The company already
services Newmarket.
Marsha Felder of Cablevision Services said talks with the
University regarding ?<>Ssible subscription will be held soon,
probably by next week. .
Residential Life director David Bianco was unavailable for
comment.
Under the agreement, Cablevision will charge a $20 installation
fee for the first hookup and $10 for each successive hookup. The
monthly rate for the service will be $8.50, with increases limited
to correspond with the rate of inflation.
Seven cable television firms were asked to Durham but
because the town is not dense with housing, only Cablevisio~ Services Inc., a privately owned company, expressed an interest.
The cable television service will be offered to the University and
to Durham's some 1,200 households.

Senate kills
trustee hill
By Michael Kelly
The state Senate yesterday
killed a Senate bill calling for the
removal of the three University
System presidents .from the
System's Board of Trustees.
SB 17, which sought to reduce
the number of fully voting
trustees from 25 to 22 by
removing the three campus
presidents, was shot down by a
vote of 15-8.
The vote upheld a Senate
Education Committee recommendation and defeated a move
by Sen. William Sanborn <RDeerfield), the bill's sponsor, to
overturn the recommendation.
The bill has been languishing in
the Senate since late January,
when the committe voted 4-1
against it. At that time, Sanborn,
vice-chairman of the committee
and the bill's sole supporter, filed
a minority report, thus keeping the
issue alive.
Sanborn defended his bill
calling the presidents' dual rol~
as voting trustees and chief campus executives a "conflict of interest."

Art lecturer to speak
The founder and director of the Museum of African Art in
Washington D.C. will give two lectures at UNH this Tuesday.
Warren Robbins, a 1945 UNH alumnus, will discuss interdisciplinary approaches to African art, science and culture at the
first lecture. The lecture begins at 12:30 in room A-218 of the Paul
Creative Arts Center.
Robbins' second lecture will be on the effect of Africa on modern
western culture at the Elliot Alumni Center at 8 p.m.
The lectures are sponsored by the UNH Alumni Association
with the assjstance of the UNH Development Fund.

SENATE, page 17

President Jimmy Carter's advance man, Ellis Woodward.
(Tom Balanger photo)

Me-m orial Mass
for UNH student
~Memorial Mass will be celebrated Tuesday at the Church of
Samt Thomas More for UNH student Rita T. Grimes.
~rimes, 19, died 24 hours after an auto-pedestrian accident on
Mam Street, last Monday. The cause of death, was irreversible
brain damage, according to a Wentworth-Douglass Hospital
spokesperson. ·
All members of the University community are invited to attend
the service on Tuesday at 5 p.m. in the church.
Grimes (a sophomore) was crossing the street in front of
Congreve Hall when she was hit by a car driven by UNH student
Elizabeth Osborn of 18 Monroe St., Dover. The accident occurred
at 9:56 a.m. according to Durham police.
Police are still investigating the accident.
Grimes was transported to the hospital in the Durham town
ambulance, suffering multiple injuries. Dr. Paul Butler pronounced Grimes dead at 10: 30 a.m. Tuesday after nearly five~
of emergency s~gery had failed.
A 1977 graduate of St. Thomas Aquinas High School in Dover, .
Grimes was the daughter of James and Somersworth City Councilor Yvette Grimes. She was a pre-medical student and an
assistant instructor in the morphology department.
.
She was also a member of the Kool-Aid team, helping teenagers
overcome drug and alcohol-related problems. She was active in
the Red Cross donor service.
In addition to her parents, the family includes a brother, James
P. Grimes~ her maternal grandparents, Police Commissioner
Louis and Rita Chasse; her paternal grandmother, Bertha
Grimes of Dalhart, Texas; as well as aunts, uncles, and cousins.

Clean-up Saturday
Alp~a Chi i~ sponsoring a Durham clean-up this Saturday.
Lori Etheridge, one of the campaign's organizers said the
~.ororiti~s have a bene~it for a different ?rganization e~ery year.
But this year we decided to do something for the community "
she said.
'
The clean-up will be Saturday from 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Two town
trucks have been donated to transport the group of 50 girls in
cleaning the litter from the town of Durham.

The weather
Today's weather will be rainy with daytime highs in the low 60s,
according to the National Weather Service in Concord. Tonight,
showers will continue.
Tomorrow there will be variable cloudiness with showers.
Daytime highs will be in the low 60s .

..

•'

..

~arl's food w~gon , in service in the Lower Quad for 11 years, will be replaced. soon by a new
truck, accordmg to Karl. (Jonathan Blake photo)
-
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Jerry Rubin speaks

Nuclear power is 80s threat
By Dana Jennings
Nuclear energy will be the Viet
Nam of the 80s, 60s activist Jerry
Rubin told a crowd of some 700
people Tuesday night
· ·
Beardless, ha~r
short, and
clothes conservative, the 40-yearold former Yippie said, "Nuclear
energy is an issue of saving the
planet. Three Mile Island is our
Viet Nam.
''It means the life and future of
the planet."
The audience, in the Granite
State Room of the MUB, enjoyed
Rubin's relaxed style, laughed at
his jokes and applauded many of
his statements.
Rubin was no longer the fist

clenching, radical activi3t who

came to UNH in the spring of 1970
and incited a University strike.

. He said the illusion of apathy in
the 70s is a defense mechanism
against caring too much.
He had, in his own words,
"
.
,, .
'~meJl9wed." .
·
Apathy sits on anger, said
' d'ff
"When the apathy leaves,
"It s i erent spea k'mg to . Rubin.
the anger will explode.
college audiences in the 70s," he
.
said.· "If a group liked a speech
"Compared to the 80s, the 60s
in the 60s, they went out an
burned down the nearest ROTC will have been a picnic."
Inflation is another issue Rubin
building."
said will mobilize people.
Rubin denied that the 70s are
apathetic. He said the 70s will be
"Inflation is a lie," said Rubin.
remembered as the decade when
woman became a major political "It's the rich putting their
problems on the poor ~nd middle
force.
class. Business profits are at
their highest. They're taking us ·
"Th~ battle for _ the Equal
Rights Amendment is one oflhe for chumps."
most important issues in the
couutry," h~ :sal(J.
Rubin sai,1 a depression caused
by inflation will end apathy and
revitalize "The Movement."

Senate elections:
most seats filled

Sixties activitst Jerry Rubin told more than 700 people in the
Granite State Room of the MUB that nuclear energy will be the
major issue of the 80s. (Jonathan Blake photo)

more say in administrative
areas."
Eighteen of the 46 newly elected senators have not been in student government before.
Betsy Kimball, a sophomore
representing Jessie Doe Hall,
said she will bring fresh ideas to
the senate.
"I have worked a lot in dorm
government and I'm presently
chairman of the area one
programming board,'' she said.
Student apathy and tuition are
Kimball's main concerns. "I
know that I can't afford a tuition
increase, and I will try to see that
it doesn't go up," she said.
Lorraine Neri, a freshman
from Smith Hall, said she ran for
student senator because she wandown on safety measures. "You to do something about the stuhave to keep in mind that this is a . dents' lack of awareness.
"Students have a lot of power
college campus and there are
people constantly crossing the and say -- they just have to
recognize it. I can make the resiroads," he said.
Students need to be more dents of the dorm more aware by
aware of crosswalks, according bringing information back to the
to one department spokesman- dorm," Neri said.
Christine Frawley, a junior
none of the three students were
using crosswalks when they were commuter senator. said there is a
need for more activities for transhit.
The department usually does fer students. "Having been a
well in the area of pedestrian transfer student myself, I want to
safety, said Gowen. "But three plan more activities for them,"
personal injury accidents is she said.
The structure of the senate was
something to be concerned
about," he said. "You can't ELECTIONS, page 14
downplay that."

The Student Senate elections
will fill at least 95 percent of the
senate's open seats, according to
Doug Cox, Student Body President.
Cox said even more of the seats
may be filled when the results
from the resident senator elections are tabulated tomorrow.
Some 507 students voted.
"We have all the people," he
said. "Now we just have to get
the new government to work. I'm
enthusiastic. We have a greater
number of representa.tives and

-Slower speed limit sought
By Willard Tucker
Three incidents of students
being struck by cars on campus
this month have prompted
University Police Chief Ronald
McGowen to take the matter to
the Durham Board of Selectmen.
McGowen. this week sent a letter to the selectmen asking the
speed limit on campus be lowered
from 30 miles per hour to 20, and
more pedestrian crossing signs
be posted in town.
There have been some 60 in·vestigated motor vehicle accidents in Durham this semester.
These statistics are not unusually
high according to Lt. Paul Gowen

of the Durham Police.
''As far as the vehiclepedestrian accidents are concerned, we've had two within the
span of three weeks," he said.
"That's a little above the norm."
April 4 two UNH students,
Colleen Higgins and Laura
Higney, were hit while walking
on Main Street in front of
Congreve Hall. Higgins received
multiple fractures; Higney was
severely bruised.
Last Monday morning, Rita
Grimes was fatally struck near
Congreve.
Gowen said the department
had not made any plans to crack

The Movement was the
nebulous name applied to the 60s
activism. Rubin said the threat
of violence by the US government
is what dissolved The Movement.
"After Kent State and Jackson
State (where college students
were killed by National Guard
troops) people were scared,
afraid they were going to get
killed.
''America was admitting that it
was willing to kill its own
children. America smashed the
movement because it was afraid.
It knew Viet Nam had ended
because of demonstrations in the
streets."
Rubin also cited government
infiltration,,and dissension in The
Movement for its ultimate disintegration.
"The male chauvinism of The
Movement trapped it," said
Rubin. ''The men were macho
and aggressive, while women
were subservient.
"We had all become John
Wayne revolutionaries. We were
mirroring the establishment."
But Rubin doesn't think the activism of the 60s failed.
He said somehow everyone got
the feeling that the revolution had
to be complete by 1970; if not The
Movement had failed.
"That's wrong/' said-Rubin.
doesn't come that
quickly. I want to be a 90-yearold revolutionary.''
The speech was sponsored by
the Memorial Union Student
Organization.
"c~ange

•

Life on the county farm
By Joel Brown
I spent my first three days in Brentwood County
Jail in a cell not much longer than the bunk I slept
on. The walls were riveted like the,bulkheads of a
ship, their bleak, yellow surfaces lit by a single,
bare 60-watt bulb. There were bars across the
front of my cell, and bars around the entire tier -Tier Block Two. I could just see out an east window divided by a third set of bars.
My routine was simple: nap, read, nap, write,
nap, eat, nap. It was the only way I could keep
myself from standing at the bars all day long,
staring out. I still spent too much time watching
the sun shine on the farm down the road, and
remembering the last two rainy, grey weeks when
. I had thought mostly of coming here.
This was the three day medical quarantine imposed on most everyone admitted to the antiquated Brentwood facility. Until the third day, I
spoKe only to thank the guard who brought my
meals.
I had been sentenced in Hampton District Court
to ten days for criminal trespass, for my part in
the Clamshell Alliance's 1977 occupation of the site
of the Seabrook Nuclear Power plant, now und~r
construction. Mine was a crime of conscience.
When my quarantine period ended and I was
released from solitary confinement, I was transferred. I served four more days next door at the
Brentwood County· House of Correction -- the
County Farm -- before I was released on the
seventh day for good behavior.
Days at the County Farm weren't as tedious as
those in solitary. We were up every morning at six
to slop the hogs to start a full day's farm work.
But at the jail, boredom was more oppressive than
the confinement.

It didn't strike me that I was going to jail until
3: 30 that Monday morning, after the last Black
Russian had been drained and all my friends had ·
gone home, when I confronted myself in the bathroom mirror and took a razor to my beard.
I thought I was prepared having written about
it, talked about it, and toasted it for weeks beforehand. I had awarded myself a merit badge for
having the courage of my convictions. But it was
not until the wee hours of that drunken morning
that the reality set in. Jail. Bars.
At 8:30 a.m., bleary-eyed and rubbing my newly
bare chin, I walked into Hampton District Court,
one year and 351 day.s after I marched onto the
nuke site in Seabrook. The clerk of Court told me
to go downstairs and "wait with the others."
The others turned out to be women from the
Boston Friends, a Quaker group, who were going
in with suitcases mostly full of books, and the
friends who had come to see them off.
"Where's your support group?" they asked me.
I told them he was late for work. They told me that
all the women prisoners in Brentwood were
Clams, but there was only one 'nukie' on the men's
side. I thought: wonderful.
Shortly, a Trooper Pickering stepped into the
anteroom and told us it was time to go. While the
Friends said their goodbyes he conceded he didn't
see many people who were cheerful about going to
jail. He didn't say much on the ride to Brentwood.

The jail was perhaps a little too much like county
jails in B-movies. Prisoners are checked in and
fingerprinted by a large man in doubleknits with a
vicious scar across one cheek. There i_s a closed
JAIL, page 7

Clamshell Alliance members protested President Jimmy Carter's support of nuclear energy during his appearance at Por- .
tsmouth High School Wednesday. (Rudi Strasser photo)
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SEMINAR ON NUCLEAR AND PARTICLE PHYSICS:
Speaker: Professor Jochen Heisenberg, Physics Department.
Topic to be announced. DeMeritt Hall, Room 304, from
1-2 p.m.
LECTURE/ SEMINAR SERIES: "Synthesis, Overview, and
the Future," Dr. Jack Shuman, Office of Ocean Engineering,
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. Kingsbury Hall,
Room 310, from 1-2:30 p.m. Sponsored by the OM/QM/"
MIS Group, with the Ocean Engineering and Sea Grant
Programs.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "Mystery Play," the farce by
Jean-Claude van Italie. Johnsun Theater, 8 p.m. UNH
students/senior citizens/ military $3; general admission $4.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT SENIOR RF.C'JTAL: Lisa T...vinen,
piano. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8
p.m.
MUB PUB: Gryt, rock and roll, 8 p.m.
SATURDAY, April 28
OPEN HORSE SHOW: Featuring English, Western, Pony,
and Hunt classes. Judge: Mrs. Elmer Potter. Light Horse
Barns (outdoor ring), Mast Road, Durham. Show begins at
9 a.m. Admission charge $3 per class. Refreshments will be
provided by the Pre-Vet Club.
MEN'S BASEBALL: Massachusetts, Brackett Field, 12:30
p.m. Doubleheader.
19-MILE BIKE RIDE TO SHOW SUPPORT FOR SAFER
BICYCLING: This ride is to support safer bicycling in and
around Durham, and to raise money for paving bike paths.
Riders can ridejust to show support, or can pick up sponsor
sheets at the NHOC Office in the Memorial Union; Durham
Bike Shop; The Outback; Town & Campus; and Louise's
Sport Shop. Ride begins at 1 p.m., at the Shop & Save
parking lot. Sponsored by CAT, The Durham League of
Women Voters, and the UNH P.E. Biking Class. Rain date:
Sunday, April 29.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT SENIOR REC IT AL: Arlene Hepworth, piano. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 3 p.m.
INTERNATION AL FESTIVAL '79 DINNER: "Feast of The
Gods," Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 6:30 p.m.
The dinner is planned and produced by the International
Student Association and students in the UNH Hotel Administration Prog·r am. Tickets $10.50 ($9 .SO students).
Available at the Memorial Union Ticket Office.
CONCORD STRING QUARTET: Last in a series of six
Beethoven concerts. Program: Opus 59, No. 1; Opus 130
(with Grosse Fuge). Durham Community Church, 8 p.m.
Tickets $2. Sponsored by the Durham Community Church,
the UNH Celebrity Series, and the UNH Fund.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "Mystery Play. " Johnson
Theater, 8 p.m. UNH students/senior citizens/ military $3;
general admission $4.
MUB PUB: Gryt, rock and roll, 8 p.m.
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Spitz
CHARGES
continued from page 1

department's promotion and
tenure committee.
Moore said at the meeting Mills
was asked if he would meet again
with the political science committee to discuss the criticisms in
detail. Moore and Gordon said
Mills refused to arrange another -

m:N1~g~aid

APRIL 28-29
.,
FESTIV
SPRING
AL
·- Count'ry

he had called the
meeting to deal with a specific
tenure case and it was not his

- Blues

Folk

purpose to tip~l thPn with the

Legal closing
1 pm 't•l
1
~
·
SATURDA
Y
--------JOE VAL and the NEW ENGLAND
BLUESGR ASS BOYS
B ill Morrissey - Linda Worster
The Psaltry - G eo ff B artl ey
Driveway Wilson - Chuck Colley
a nd manv more
SUNDA Y------- ----

-111----------

\Yhit e Mountain Bluegrass Band
Cormac McCarthy - The Banzai Band
Last Chance String Band -Jim Tierney
Stan Chew - Company ('reek B l ucgrass
And many more
Suggested donation 83.00 Sat 8pm-l am
Sunday All day

charges that had been made
againstthecomm ittee.
"It is not proper to say I
refused to meet with them,'' Mills
said. "I called that meeting to
explore questions that I had in a
particular case that I am
reviewing, and it was not appropriate to force me to answer
in another matter.''
Associate Professor of Political
Science Robert Craig said, "I
don't know if it is right to say that
Mills refused to meet with the
committee. I don't know if he indicatedanydesi retodothat."
Associate Professor of Political
Science Lawerence O'Connell,
who resigned as chairman of the
department last week because of
department dissension over the
· Spitz issue, declined to comment
on the meeting.
Moore said at no time during
the meeting did Mills "bring to
lig~t" for the committee the
CHARGES, page 7

"FINALS "

SA LE
3 Weeks and It's Finished!
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FOR LESS

Corduroy Jeans ...
flare and straight leg models
13 Colors to choose from

values to $18

$9.99

SUNDAY, April 29

~

SCHOLARSH IP CONCERT: UNH Jazz Band, Greg
Balfany, Director; and UNH Concert Choir, Cleveland
Howard, Director. Also featuring guest artist Clark Terry,
on the trumpet. Johnson Theater, 3 p.m. Admission 53. ,
PROJECTION S: "Blazing Saddles," directed by Mel
Brooks, and starring Mel Brooks, Cleavon Little, and Gene
Wilder. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Admission $.75 or MUSO Film Pass.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, oldies, 8 p.m.
MONDAY, April 30
MEN'S BASEBALL: Plymouth State, Brackett Field, 1 p.m.
Doublehe.ider.
HUMAN SEXUALITY MONTH: "Love,'' a film by Dr. Leo
Buscaglia of the University of Southern California. The tilm
is directed at the dynamils of human relationships. Commuter Lounge, Memorial Union, 7 p.m.
TWO SENIOR PERFORMAN CE PROJECTS: "l ls," a
collage of women's scenes, monologues, and songs presented by three women. And, a one-man show on the life of
William Wordsworth. Hennessy Theater, Paul Creative
Arts Center, 8 p.m. Free admission.
11te' New Oamp&liire <USPS ~280) is published and distributed semi-weekly •
throughout the academic year. Our offitetS are located in Room 151 of the '
Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business office hours:
Tuesday and Thursday 1to3 p.m., Wednesday and Friday 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. 1

Academic year subscription: $9.00. Second class postage paid at Durham,
N.H. 03824 .. Advertisers should check their ads the first.day. The New Hamp- :
·shire will in no case be respomible for typographical or ot~~ors, but will ,
reprint that part of an advertisement in which a typogr~pbi~r appears, '
i' notified immediately. POSTMASTER: send address ~to The New
Hampshire, Room 151, MUB, UNH, Durham, N.11. ~:J82.t;: {~ copies pt'r
!ssue printed at (."ourier Vuhlishin.g Co., Hoc_.,hester, NJI

. .. _ ... .

$24.95
save $10
were $34. 95

JEANS for GALS
Chic by H.l.S.
LEVI'S for Girls

MEN'S Knit Golf Shirts
by Wickbury
regularly $12

$18.99

DAN SKIN
Skirts & Dresses

were $23

$7.99

2for$15

TUBE
SOX

20°!0

off

3 pr./$4.99
reg. $2.50/pair

Assorted
Skirts and Blouses
REDUCED!!

50 MAIN ST., DOWNTOWN DURHAM
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UNH Studies new audio-video aid
hopefully some capital equip- station himself at one campus but
ment can be paid for through teach in several cities.
''We could raise salaries
grants," she said.
But administrators at yester- without raising tuition," Dean of
day's meeting had mixed feelings Whittemore School Dr. Charles
about the system. It is aired by War.den, said. Users would be
microwaves and could not be paying tuition from several cities
for one course.
piped into a television channel.
"It seems terribly important
for students to meet a professor. '
The system is not inferior -- it's
different," Dr. Donald Melvin,
associate dean of the college of
engineering, said.
·
But due to New England
weather, the system may be convenient, according to Dr. Fred
Manasse, actin_g chairman of INTERACT. "It may also be an opportunity for us to take advan-1·

By Pam Dey

and Rachel Gagne
University administrators are
studying a new system which
would enable a UNH professor to
teach a class on three campuses
at once.
The INTERACT two-way audio
and video technology would allow
a class to be taught in one city's
classroom and be viewed or interrupted by students in another
city.
An INTERACT demonstration for
local officials and University of
Vermont administrators in the
MUB yesterday was designed to
heighten interest and determine
the )ocal demand for the
program, Dudley Dudley, INTERACT coordinator, said.
The program is currently used
at the Mary Hitchcodt Hosoital.
another fiospital in New Hampshire and in five Vermont
hospitals.
The program has been very
successful throughout the
hospital system, Dudley said.
"Durham will participate
providing we can raise the
capital expenses,'' Dudley said.
A study is being done by
engineers in Hanover, and Atlantic Research in New Jersey to
determine the program's cost.
The study should be completed by
June, Dudley said.
. TJ;ie program could be funded
by user's fees, Dudley said. "And

But Warden said, "We'd have
to be able to justify having wellknown power people come talk -otherwise we couldn't afford it."
And as Warden said the financial issue has to "be cleared up
but the program is a step in the
right direction.''

1

CLOTHING NEEDS!

Chambray Shirts

the
BEETHOVEN

· Beaded Sweaters

CYCLE.

Fitted blazers
Light-weight Dresses

T·

... and more

SHIRTS

the

Beethoven

on sale

Cycle

L

YOUR SUMMER

Denim Jack-ets

.

The administrators talked
about piping classes to the Keene
campus, the Plymouth campus or
to distant cities such as Berlin,
N.H. or Boston, Massachusetts.
"I'm encouraged about the program's potential. If it works we'll
take the classroom settinl? and
take it out into the state," said ·
Dr. Richard Davis, dean of the
college of engineering.
The size of the classrooms or
studios has not yet been deter- ,. ·
mined.
At -the meeting administrators
suggested that often a professor
has to do a lot of traveling and ·
this system would alleviate that
problem. A professor could

STOP IN AND FILL

Cut-offs

Concord
String
Quartet

tage of the energy crisis."

EFORE YOU LEA VE

$4.50

Memorial Union Tick~t Office, .862-2290 ·
·
IO a.m.-4 p.m., Monday-Friday
~.--..-..~.-.. .-.....-..-...-.-.
__._...._.._,.._.._,.--:._.._.._..,__c.c~
.. t.Q'IA~~QH.QM.~~~?i_.'8J

SECON,D COMING
USED CLOTHING
NEWMARltET
12-5 :30

..
1~79
_.

Fall

Lax1nen bow ·to Harvard
LAXMEN
continued from page 20
you're down by three, and score
on a team when they get the ball
back," said Garber.
, In addition to Faught's four
goals Mike Ward scored three
while Norm Forbush scored
twice.
"We're going to have to
minimize our mistakes," said
Garber. "We can't m~.ke bad
passes, or forget to back up the
goal, talk on defense or any of the

other little things. We've got to
take advantage of it (man up
situations, good opportunities)
when we get it. We haven't
been,'' he added.
Tomorrow, UNH will play
UMass in Amherst at 2 p.m . .
The Wildcats have only been
able to score on 25 percent of the
powerplays they've had this
season and must get that part of
their offense clicking to help
neutralize the Minutemen who
only have one ioss in New
England. .

{ .-.J .: •.L_. ... uz~_;.J;;::

.uz .. . .• .. .

.

1iDNTING FOR A JOB? _·
1)1ree Reasons Why Snowden Associates' Clients
Get Re5ults:
1) You- know precisely where you fit in the job
market
Most people are ~naware of their career poten.ti2'1. We will help you identify all the ~mployment
opportunities that specifically fit your talents
and background.

0

Join the
. S~mester ~t Sea, alflffated
with the University of .Colorado,
for an u'Qparalleled international
educational exi>erience. Sail horn
Los AngelesSeptember.1 5,by way of the
Orient, ·South Asia, Africa, and South
America. Applications now being accepted.

2) You uncover the h_lddeft job market
The vast majority of good jobs'are never adver·
tized. We will put you in .contact with this
untapped market and show you how to take
advantage of it
3) You market yours~lf in the _most effective
manner possible
.
The best jobs do not ~ecessarily go to the best
qualified applicants, but to the ones who best
understar;id and apply effective marketing tech·
niques. We. will develop a precisely targeted
campaign that will market you fo your greatest
advantage.

-r ___ :..._usr;-This-Co~p~ntoObtain-----~f
For further Info
The FRE~E COLOR CATALOG
.f
.

see

You take your career seriousty an"'d so cRtw~. Ta~
find out how we can help you begin. a~areer with
real future, make an appointment today. For a
. confidential interview without cost or obligation,
call (603) 431-1553 or send your resume to:

Student Represcntati \·c

SNOWDEN ASSOCIATES

Apt. S-1

t

Career Management Professiopals
.
The Hill
· Portsmo~th, NH 03~01

J

fnr F'r~e Color Brochure. call or write: Semester at Sea. Taj Mahal Building. P.O. Box 2488.
Laguna~.i_I~. CA 92654: Telephone (800) 854-0195 (toll-free outside California) (714) '581~6770
California) . SS. Universe is fully air-conditioned . .18.000 tons. of Uberian registry.
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worked his way out of a jam in
the fourth with two bases-loaded
~trikP.Out..s. but not before a run
BASEBALL
had been walked in.
continued from page 20
In that inning, UNlt alin0stg0£
that can easily go either way. out of trouble when, with two men
This one went Providence's way.
on, first baseman Steve Wholley
Their first run came on a walk threw home on a ground ball to
to leadoff hitter Bob Oscauson, catch Susce, who was attempting
· who advnaced and scored on Ed to score, in a rundown.
Cahir's base hit. The two would
Susce, however, managed to
later come back to haunt UNH get back to third unscathed
starter and loser, Charlie Jones, because of a late UNH throw, and
as Providence scored their third Friars filled the bases.
run, in the seventh, exactly the
All the scoring for UNH came
same way.
in the fifth, when Wholley, who
''They (walks) all come back to had singled, and catcher Jim
hurt you," said . pitching coach MacDonald (walk) advanced on
Tom White. "Charlie threw okay, a sacrifice by vint Choiniere.
he was just a bit wild.''
Greg Burr, pinch hitting for
Jones walked four but also Jim Neal, then tripled to right
colected five strikeouts. He field to clear the bases.

Baseball

notices
ACADEMIC

CO-H.EC SOFTBALL !SPRING >: Rosters due Monday,
April :m. Carroll -Belknap Room. Memorial Union, at 6
SUMMER JOBS: Four upper class Liberal Arts studenp.m . Single elimination tournament ; IJegmning Sunday
ts in good academic standing needed to assist in summer orientation advising. Work total of 12 days in June. _ afternoon May 6 through May 9. Open to undergraduates.
Salary $325. Contact George Abraham, Advising Center
RECEPTION FOR NICK CIANCIULLI : Students, facfor further information.
ulty, and staff are invited to join with members of the
NEW COURSE OFFERING: Humanities 595: Special
Office of Stt1dent Acllv1Lies to honor Nick Cianciulli
Studies in the Humanities. Topic for Semester I, 1979-80:
on his retirement after 16 years as Supervisor of the
Dante in Translation. Under the Humanities umbrella of
Memorial Union 's Games Area . The reception for
special studies this new course offering will allow
students of all disciplines an opportunity to read the
Nick will be held from 3-5 p.m. on Wednesday, May 2, in
the Senate-Merrimack Room of the Memorial Union. If
" Divine Comedy, " It will feature close textual analysis
you have any questions about the affair, please call Don
of selected cantos and other pertinent texts with emHarley, 862-1524.
phasis on modern Italian and American literary
GERMAN FILM SERIES: The film " Paule Paulander"
criticism. MW 3:10-4 :30 p.m ., MK 201, Prof. Vittorio
Felaco.
·
will be shown on Wednesday, May 2, in Room 4 of the
THERE WILL BE AN ORIENTATION MEETING on
Social Science Center, from 7-9 p.m. This movie tells the
Wednesday, September 5 for students interested in
story of 15-year old Paule, who through his friendship
with a girl from a reform school, becomes more and
Italian 605, Readings in Modern Italian Literature. The
more aware of injustice. Sponsored by the Political
meeting will take place at 2 p.m. in Murkland 101 and
Sciencl' Department.
hours for the course will be arranged at that time. It is a
4-credit course. Please see Professor Vittorio Felaco,
COFFEE HOUSE · Saturday, April 28, Catholic Student
Center, at 8 p.m . Entertainment will be provided. ReRoom 104D, Murkland Hall, if you are interested.
freshments will be served. Bring your guitar. Free
SOCIAL SCIENCE DIVISION COLLOQUIUM:
Admission.
Tuesday, May l, Horton Social Science Center, Room
Fft.t;-V.t;T C LUtl CUN C ~SSlUN SALE : Saturday, April
30-4, at 3 . 30 p.111. Thi::i ::iympu::iium i::. to lliscu:;s me recem
28, Horsebarns, from 8 a.m.-.f p.m. We will be selling
book ' 'A Documentary Study of Hendrick De Man,
coffee, tea , cocoa, doughnuts, hot dogs, and soda . (All
Socialist Critic of Marxism, " (Princeton, 1979 >. by
members, please remember your scheduled work
Peter Dodge, Department of Sociology. Symposium
hours.)
features Walter Buckley, sociology; Fred Wurzlmrg,
WORKSHOP : Dr. June Louin Tapp will present a workPolitical Science; and Jeff Diefendor.f, History .
shop entitled "Promoting 'Just' a Community ; Eth1calCLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
ity vs. Expedience" on Thursday, May 3. in the Windsor
PARAPSYCHOLOGY CLUB: Tuesday, May 1, Alumni
·charles lfaom. New England Center, at 7:30 p.m. Dr.
Room, New Hampshire Hall, 8 p.m . We will be
Tapp is a professor of Child Psycnology and Criminal
discussing future plans, electing officers. Refreshments
Justice Studies, and adjunct professor of Law at the
will be served.
University of Minnesota. Sponsored by the Dean of
ALPHA EPSILON DELTA: Mandatory meeting for new
Students Office.
,
initiates, Sunday, April 29, Iddles Auditorium, Room
GAY WOMEN'S SUPPORT QRO\]P: Meets Mondays,
110L,at8p.m. ·
Schofield House, from 4-6 p.m.
~
WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETING: Monday, April 29,
MEMORIAL MASS FOR RITA T. GRIMES: Church of
Pettee Hall, Room 104, at 7 p.m. Swan Island trip will be
St. Thomas More--Catholic Student Center, Tuesday,
discussed.
May 1. 1979, at 5:00 p.m. There will be a Memorial Mass
TALK ON CHRISTIA0l MARRIAGE: Friday, April 27,
celebrated for Rita T. Grimes, who died Tuesday as a
at 19 Faculty Road, Durham, 7 p.m. Bob and Alice Fryresult of injuries sustained in an auto-pedestrian acciling will be speaking on the principles needed tor a
dent on the UNH campus, at the Church of St. Thomas
sound marriage. Sponsored by Inter-varsity Christian
More, Madbury Rd. All members of the UNH communiFellowsllip.
relatives and friends invited to attend.

Grand Opening Special April 10-Mav 11th
HAIRCUT $8 Reg. s10
w

Phone: (603).659-2943
Tues.-Fri.

PERM $20 Reg. S25
·

.
Mitchell Road

Leaving the Seacoast for the
We're not!
summer?
II

II

...

University Secretarial Associates
will be available all summer (while
you relax) to type your manuscript, '
disse-rtation, or what-have-you on an~
IBM Correcting Selectric

Call

Diana Schuman

/'M THE LITTLE RED STORE ACROSS FROM THE
FRANKLIN THEATRE-

I

/'M LOADED WITH ALL KINDS OF NEAT THINGSRIGHT NOW /'M HAVING A SALE IN MY SPORTING
GOODS DEPARTMENT ON WILSON, BANCROFT
AND DA VIS TENNIS RACQUETS-

742-4858

Academy Award
Winner
Best Foreign
Film

I HA VE THE LARGEST SELECTION OF POTTING SOIL,
CLAY POTS AND PLASTIC POTS IN TOWN-

"FLAGRANTLY FUNNY. Makes
you feel unreasonably happy:'
-fOuline Kael, The New Yorker

·.·. >d<~\, . . '
/'VE BEEN IN THIS TOWN FOR OVER 35 YEARS AND
NOW /'VE GOT NEW OWNERS-THEY UNDERSTAND ME!
PERSONAL SERVICE IN A FRIENDLY COUNTRY
HARDWARE STORE.

I
.

t.
~

~

A TMOSPHPREI COME IN AND SAY HELLO!!

HOURS MON-SAT 9-5:30
SUNDA VS 9-3
808-9601

§

§~
JENKINS CT. DURHAM
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§
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April 28-May 8
at 7:00 & 9:00
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County farm life
JAIL
continued from page 3
circuit tv camera in every corner. The clothes
never quite fit. And cell doors do clang shut
behind you.
I noticed the grey paint peeling from the toilet
seat, and the naked woman drawn on the wall,
with big, innocent eyes like the fawn in the "Draw
Me And Win" ads in magazines, signed Randy T.
For much of the three days, when I wasn't
sleeping or plowing through mv James Michener.
I listened to the guards and prisoners talk.
Overhead on Tier Block Two:
"W. is up on the third tier and he hasn't got any
clothes on. Did he get his medication today?''
"I'm taking the rap because my pet rock attacked this guy in the head."
"I did fifteen years in Attica .. . It's more like
four separate prisons. You could be in and have a
brother in a different section and never see him
except on the Fourth of July when they opened all
_
_
the yards for two hours."
"1 was doing great on the oust1de until one mght
I got drunk and . .. "
"That guy I brought in last night called me a
Gestapo and I just laughed in his fucking face.''
In the middle of my second day inside, two inmates were caught trying to snatch some keys
through the bars with a mop handle. They were
put in the cooler,_without clothes or books and on
half rations, until Saturday.
SoCin they were hollering to be let out and vowing
revenge on the person who'd put them up to it. The
undertow of desperation in their voices gave
special credence to Springsteen's "Darkness on
the Edge of Town" when it came on the radio that
night.
An FM radio somewhere above me played every
night till lights-out at eleven. A lot of hit songs
seemed shallow against the penal background. But
there were a lot of inmates who had been caught in

a "Tenth A:enue Freezeout" and _maybe been

"Shattered" and they sang whistfu11v on the tier of
"Rooooxanne " and howled for "Lawyers, Guns,
·
·.
•
and Money." !
On the third day, when the other inmates were
out in the yard, a small tour was led down Tier
Block Two. The guy with the scar came first to see
if I was decent. The three middle aged Middle
Americans on the tour smiled at me politely. I
couldn't resist telling them to have a nice day.

...............

On the morning of my fourth day, I was escorted
next door to the County Farm. I could stretch my
arms without touching opposite walls. The
depression given me by screamers in the night
and barred windows immediately lifted from my
shoulders. I could enjoy my lunch - the food from
the farm itself was excellent.
By afternoon I was out in the fields with the
others on hands and knees, planting onions.
Prisoners are sent to the farm with sentences of a
year or less, and my co-warders were nineteenyear-old car thieves and grocery store robbers in
their early twenties.
There were no screamers among the dozen farm
inmates, only practical jokers. I met Randy T.,
who told me he drew the nymph on the cell wall
with the end of a Crest tube.
Once I got used to quarantine, I had thought the
other inmates' attitudes towards 'nukies' would
make or break me as a prisoner. It seemed they
were used to a Clamshell presence in the dormitory-like farm. However, since I was not a
vegetarian or religious or a communist or otherwise foreign to them, I made friends. I spent long
nights playing seven-card no-pee~ poker for packs
of Marlboros, just to pass the time. I don't smoke.
There was a 24-inch color television in the big
room where we slept, but it didn't work well when
I first arrived: Then County Sheriff George Sampson passed through, and asked about it, and the
next morning the Special Services crew was up on
the roof, repairing the antennae and hitching up
the UHF. Saturday we watc~ed ~he Red Sox game

**********'4r:.
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one and two bedroom apartments wm be
available for the school year 1979-1980.
All are within walking distance to Campus.
You can find your own roommates.
2 Bedroom Apts. 3 or 4 people-$2,300/semester
1 Bedroom Apts. 2 people-$1,500/semester
--Includes heat and hot water
For appointment call Mr. Karabelas at
.
.
868-5542
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tcampus Housing Office,:
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available in the Off- i
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legis1auon, said Moore.
Gordon said since the PSC is
authorized to handle personnel
matters there is nothing it cannot
see. He said Mills' citing of
federal legislation that }!revented him from bringing the matter
before the PSC was "downright
silly. I don't think it fools
anybody.''

~~--~--------~---------------,

Living Manuals are now*

•t

8fi8-5fi34

CHARGES
continued from page 4
nature of the charges that were
made against it.
"Mills says that we were
criticized for our tenure
proceedings and he says that they
were sufficient to justify Spitz's
exoneration."
But Moore said Mills wouldn't
let the committee know what
those charges were.
"We told him to submit those
charges to the PSC so they could
investigate, but he says he can't
do that under federal privacy

-mugs
-plants
-candles
-special gifts

~

BROOKS VANTAllI

Spitz grievance issue

JAIL, page 9

~
~****
The new Off-Campus
•
~

Joggmg Shoes
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--of looking up every other word in the Dictionary
-from puzzling over reading assignments'?
-of searching for main ideas in your textbooks'?
-after slowly reading word after endless word'?
The Special Services Program will offer

READING IMPROVEMENT WORKSHOPS this summer.
They will cover such areas as
-building a better vocabulary
-improving reading speed
-reading for the main idea
-remembering what you read

INTERESTED?
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*
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~

:

*
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~
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~

:
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**

!
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!*
For more information about these reading programs and
t
your eligibility, contact
Kate Hanson, SPECIAL SERVICES PROGRAM,!
~
Robinson House. 862-1562

~
CALL SbON'. ·E nrollment will be limited
*
'
*************************************************** *************~
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Life on the county Jann

, ._ ._PA~ NINE

Mills protected Spitz say profs
CHARGES

con~inued from page 7
JAIL
Mills said, "I am not going to
continued from page 7
get into that issue. I am trying to
and Su~ar Rav Leonard's fight.
deal with this within the campus.
Not to say that it was just like home. They wake you up at six by
throwing on the flourescents. There are stacks of "fuck-bOOks." I I hope I will be abl~ to do that."
received basic dent-puller-and-screwdriver car theft lessons; one
retarded prisoner is often tormented.
And for the ~uvs who are in longer than seven days (that's all of
them) the se_parations seem as painful as the exaggeratedely
theatrical ones in books and films.
On the other hand, nobody really wants to be transferred to the State
Prison. When I commented on some of the sexual compensations
made by farm inmates, I was asked if things were any different on the
outside.
The work was pretty easy for those who were in shape for it. At the
end of every work day, the farm boss tore open a carton of cigarettes, ·
and tossed packs around. I did some honest labor and played a lot of
chess and didn't drink. I lost all my Marlboros playing cards.

Mills said his primary concern
riglit now is with one particular
tenure case, and until he has
made a decision on that he
refuses to speculate on what
future actions might be.

Gordon said, ''For President
Mills, who has always spoken
about collegiality, his actions
have been inconsistent with his
own ways. He has not acted like a
University President."

.

·--

''Senior: Don't Leave UNH
EMPTY HANDED''

Last Chance to Buy a Class Ring

On Saturday night a guard asked me, "Do you know you're on the
li:5t to go home tomorrow?"

From then on, the other iilmates acted -differently towards me,
seeming more conscious of the fact that 1 was only m for ten days and
they were in for months or longer.
There were messages to be taken out, and quiet, removed goodbyes.
I almost felt guilty that I was leaving. At eight thirty Sunday morning,
I handed in my county denims and walked out to Tim, my support
group's, car.
My only regret is that I brought Michener, and not the copy of
Thoreau's 'Civil Disobedience' which has lain unread on my shelf for a
long time. At times I felt too much like a regular prisoner. But I was
glad I was treated like one.
It was, compared to most prison experiences, light duty. None of my
blackest fears were realized. Solitary is mentally excruciating, but it
ends sooner or later.
·
I'll robably o back. _

,,,,,,..._,_,

May2&3
10am-3pm
MUBLobb

~,,,

The University of New Hampshire
Department of Music
Presents

''A TRIBUTE TO
DUKE ELLINGTON''

---

(iUESTARTIST

CLARK TERRY
THE UNH JAZZ BAND

The UNH Concert Choir

Greg Balfany, director

Cleveland Howard, director

The BARUARA LONDON QUARTET

Johnson Theatre, PCAC, Durham, N.H.
Sunday April 29, 1979, 3 pm
T.ickels S3 MUB Ticket Office
Music Dept. Office
Proceeds to Music Dept. Scholarship Fund

Tune in ''Topics'' Monday
nightfor a candid, one-hour
talk with departing UNH
President, Dr. Eugine Mills

A Public Service from
FREEWAVES 91.3
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editoriaJ---Jimmy and Jerry return
Jimmy Carter and Jerry Rubin both returned to
New Hampshire this week after a long hiatus.
·
They have changed.
Carter started his drive for the presidency here
in 1975. He exuded an earthy, just-plain-folks
aura that convinced a lot of people he was the man
to put in the White House. For Carter, New Hamp_shire was a beginning.
He has returned, seeking that intangible quality
that sent him to the Oval Office.
He's lost it. He needs it. Even in the wake of
the Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty, Carter's

National Guard killed four students at K~nt State.
Rubin, Dave Dellinger and Abbie Hoffman three members of the Chicago Seven accused of
starting the riots at the 1968 Democratic Convention - spoke at UNH and caused a student strike.
But that spring was the last hurrah for the
student protest movement, the mellow 70s had
begun.
Hoffman went underground and Rubin and
Dellinger left the movement. They cut their hair
and shaved their beards. The Revolution was
over.

that he endorsed Teddy Kennedy for president.
Teddy Kennedy?
Rubin entertained, said what people wanted to
hear. He acted out good revolutionary theater,
but as a political force, Jerry Rubin's time is past.
Carter's hoping his time isn't fast approaching,
but in Portsmouth Wednesday, he presented good
political theater of his own.
He attended a town meeting and invited 10year-old .Paloma Kressman to the White House to
meet Amy.
Carter is reaching out to people who elected him

Al hio:i o:ipcc'--h Tuc,:,day n.i 0 hl in lht G1an.ilt: Slalc

back in 1976, t:ryin 0 lo ::tldkc lhc 1c::tpu1.1::tivc d1u1u

pnpubrify ii;: In'"' Pgop]g think hg'i;: ingpt, not tho

man to lead this country away from the precipice
of spiralling inflation and ·into an energy selfsufficient age.
For Rubin, New Hampshire was an ending.
He came here in May of 1970, the day after the

Room of the MUB, Rubin was a man returning to
the ruins, reminiscing about past glories.
Sure, he talked about the issues of the 80s, but
the fire was gone, the revolutionary fervor was ho
longer there. He said nothing unexpected, except

that gave people the confidence to make him
president.
Jimmy and Jerry returned to New Hampshire
this week; each tried to rekindle past victories.
One is already in political oblivion, the other
trying to avoid it.

-letters----,Safety

This individual should be responsible for safety only and not a halfdozen other University concerns. The
only way this person could be
established would be through a
workers' group and not through normal UNH bureaucratic politics.

which he would meet with student
leaders to discuss and take action on
matters of great import to us.
Both as a personal friend and as
Durham's "First Lady" Dotty Mills
always strove to assist the students
and the University is every way
possible. Her personal warmth and
understanding were qualities familiar
to all of us and greatly welcomed.
On my future visits to Durham I will
greatly miss Gene and Dotty Mills, but
I'm sure I speak for all of us who knew
him then when I say we wish you luck
and happiness in the challenges to
come.

Martyn Shepherd
Member P.P.O.&M. Safety Committee
To the Editor:
Is the Safety Committee a waste of
time? All any member can do is
recognize safety problems. At that
point, who has the authority to correct
or rectify the situation? No one. The
Safety Committee is a group put
together by the administration of the
University to pacify those who do see
safety problems.
1
Very few situations are actually rec~ tified by the Safety Committee.
At a recent meeting, I (a plumber)
·was put in charge of seeing that the
campus was safe from the dangers of
asbestos and to protect people from its
slow, but sure, health hazards. Does
anyone really think one person with no
authority can pursue such a problem
in this atmosphere.
What the Safety Committee needs,
or i:eally what the University needs, is
a person to take full charge of the
safety and health problems of the entire campus with the authority to implement change, a person who would
not be involved,..with, or get entangled
in. campus politics.

Mills
To the Editor:
Speaking for the students who were
at UNH from 1969-1973 I wish to express my disapp<?intment at the forthcoming departure of Dr. Eugene Mills
and his wife, Dotty, from UNH.
His support of the students during
the discussions of such matters as
"Students for a Park," the election of
student trustees, . and the lowering of
in-state tuition, to mention a few, endeared .him to those of us who worked
closely with him during some very
trying years for the University.
Always willing to listen, he provided
students with an avenue of expression
the likes of which is not seen on most
state university campuses. Many were
the virtual midnight hours during

the
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Help
Letter to the Editor:
I was hoping that I wouldn't have to
write this type of letter again. So much
for optimism on this campus.
In any event, the Women's Center
still has information cards detailing
what actions to follow if you have been
sexually assaulted or raped. These
cards are available at the MUB information desk and at the Women's Center.
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Accident
To the Editor:
We were very distressed over your
account of the unlortunate accident
that happened Monday morning.
While 1t may hdve beL·n relevant to
state the make of car. or the speed 1t
WdS travel111g, we feel t11at it was completely uncalled for to mention the
driver by name.
By do111g thi:-, you have 111crea:::.ed the
a 111ou11t of emotiunal strain pl?ced on
the driver ol the car. We are very disturbed by this, and hope that this lack
ot tact does not continue to surface in
your future journalism attempts.
Elisabeth A. Gilrov
Lisa De,:VIaggio
Christine Macnamara
Ginger Esty
Dierdre Lynch
Jane Barg
Diane Gordon
Stephanie J. Primn
M.B. McCarthy
Lynnette Murphy:
Lou Kar:-,Jry

Fission
To the Editor:
Nuclear Fishin'
Down at Three Mile Island
They've had a little accident
The power plant is leaking
And it's causing lower rent
But the fishermen are happy
And they smile clear and bright
Because now when they go fishin'
They can catch 'em in the night

Whiffle

Whether it's deep dark gloom
Or a blinding snow
The fish are easy to catch
As they float and glow

To the Edi tor:
The
1979
Sawyer Whiffleball
Marathon completed last Sunday at 3
p.m. was a great success. It was a rewarding experience for e\·eryone involved and should provide about $1500
to the Ronald McD011ald House at
Mass. General Hospital.
Special thanks go to Cheryl, Sandy,
Jennifer and Sue for their dedication
in catching for us all through the night.
Also. thank you to Smith for the signs
and
breakfast on
Friday.
to
McLaughlin first for the excellent popcorn at :~ a.m. and to Jan Sullivan for

If you're at the river bank
Or by the shining strand
You can catch 'em in a net
Or grab 'em with your hand
Eat all the fish you want
Just take it from me
Because when you're glowing in your
house
You save electricity
Richard Graham
California Exchange Student
Christensen Hall 611
"t'

abo at lette1·s
The New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor and
pri·nts them as space allows, bUt cannot guarantee the inclusiol'\ of any
letter.
·· ·
All letters must be typed, double spacedand a maximum of \io<> words ir.:
order to be printed. All letters are subje ~'t•) ""''"')r editing. Final decfaion•
on letters are the t!ditor's.
Main letters lo: .The Editor. Tfte New Hdmp,t.Jrr·. Room 151, 'Memorial
Union Building, UNH. Durham, N.H. O"J824.

Accounts Manager
Billing Secretary

the warm chocolate chip cookies.
Sue Caverly kept us going with hot
chocolate every morning, and Jennifer
(~race warmed us up with pink
schnapps Saturday night.
John
Woodcovk donated a case of Miller to
.
kill our thirst.
Most of ail, I would like to say thank
you to John Conroy for singing the
national anthem and his generous contribution, and to Bob Keesey for throwing out the first ball.
We are extremely grateful for all the
rans that cheered us on and pledged
or donated money to our cause. Without your support, we wouldn't have
madeil.
And finally, Sawyer Hall extends a
big hello to Doug Houghton . Your
spirit and determination have given
us a new insight on life. We love you
and invite you to come back anytime .
William R. Gouger

If you have any questions, the
Women's Center te.Iephone number is
2-1968.
Lisa Thurau,
Women's Center

Steven D'Alonzo
Diane Gordon

~

~~

~
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Thanks
To the Editor:
The pledges of Sigma Nu fraternity
would like to thank Mr. Richard
Houghton, owner of the Hardware
House, for all the help he gave us in
carrying out our pledge project.
This semester the Sigma Nu pledge
project was the painting ol the front
of the Sca mmell Grange hall and
youth center on Main Street, across
from the post office.
Mr. Houghton helped i11 every
possible way--givmg us discounts on
a ll paints, brushes and other supplies,
making phone calls, and measuring
the Grange to estimate the number of
gallons that would be needed.
We thank you once again, Mr.
Houghton, for being so generous, helpful, and interested in the fraternity-and
ensuring the success of this project to
make this community a better one.
The pledges ot Sigma Nu

Church
To the Editor:
On Zion's Hill in Newmarket, there
sits an old stone building which, over
the course of many years, has served
the townspeople as a church, a shoe
factory, a VFW hall and a rollerskating rink. Today it is one of the
most interesting and unique bars in
the area, bringing music-lovers the
best in live folk, country, bluegrass,
jazz and blues.
I am taking, of course, about the
Stone Church, where young and old,
freaks and straights, drinkers and nondrinkers alike are welcomed at its
doors sharing one thing in commontheir appreciation of tasteful, quality
music.
I feel very fortunate that this place
has been a part of my college experience. Sometimes I am amazed al the
fact that I have lieen able to hear such
talented and respected artists as Mary
Mccaslin and Jim Ringer, J.D. Crowe,
Rosalie Sorrels, and Teddy Wilson (to
name a few) without having to travel
to Boston or New York to do so.
, The Stone Church brings excellent
music out of city bars and cafes, into
its warm, intimate atmosphere so that
we, too, can enjoy the cultural benefits
of city living. I appreciate this.
This coming weekend, the Church
will be holding its first Spring
Festi\lal. Contrary to popular belief,
the Stone Church does not make huge
profits. As a matter of fact, suggested
donations at the door and beer-wine
sales are just barely enough to pay the
visiting musicians and keep the place
running.
It is a sad, but very probable fact
that the place may have to close down .
However, should this weekend's benefit Festival prove successful, that
probability could become minimal.
Many musicians have donated their
time and talent to help support the
Church. The Festival runs all da \ and
both Saturday · and
night .on
Sunday. A minimal fre has been asked
lor both days . To me, it will be well
worth it to not only hear the many
varied artists who will be playing, but
to also help this unique bar be able to
continue to bring us more of the same
good music in the future .
Knowing how much myself and
other music lovers appreciate the
Stone Church for what it has given us,
I am looking forward to doing my part
for the Festival. I, and others like me,
can only benefit, for the Festival will
reciprocate by assuring the continuance of quality music at that old
stone building on the hill in
Newmarket.
Karen Dufour

Bike
To the Editor:
Students act now!
Ride your bike in the annual bike-athon whlch starts t-0morrow in the
Shop and Save's parking lot in Durham at 1 p.m.
If you have no sponsor, come ride
your bike anyway. Your presence will
demonstrate support for the State's
House Bill 864 "An act relative to planning bicycle trails ... ''
Students ride this Saturday and give
your support for bikepaths·.
Mark G. Chapman
Citizens for Alternate Transportation
Student Caucus

''There is nofhirg so powerful as astress analyzer.''
-William Loeb

Bands
To the Editor:
In a recent article on the U1 H
bands· trip to ottawa lFn . April 20,
"UNH Bands go lo Canada ., l there
was a serious omission concerning the
fund raisin~ .
Although both bands are raising
money for the trip they have not yet
contributed the largest amount to this
project--that honor goes lo the UNH
Alumni Association. The Alumni generously donated $10,000 for this trip
and deserve to be acknowledged. The
State Legislature also came through
with $2500.
We still have a ways to go to reach
our goal and we would appreciate your
support. Watch for upcoming Band
Fund Raisers <!r:td please lend us a
hand. Thank-you.
Crystal Kent
Chairman, Ottawa Trip

Planting
To the Editor:
The Minidorm Community had its
Fourth Annual Spring Planting
Festival April 20-22. Despite the
presence of hard compressed clay soil,
we dug large holes and planted nine
ornamental trees.
Two of these trees are Bradford
Pears -- no· others are presently on
campus. Williamson and Christenson
were included and vines were planted
to run up their walls.
The Minidorm Community would
like to thank the Minidorm Community Government, the Area III
Planning Board, and the Undesignated
Gifts Committee, representing Alumni
and Friends, for the funds they appropriated for planting activities. We
would also like to thank the Service
Department for its help.
Minidorm Community People

The New Hampshire
is looking for
imaginative
•··

and
responsible
people
interested in photography
Please stop by

Room 151, MUB, 862-1490.
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Starting Here, Starting Now/ails' to get moving
Starting Here, Starting Now is
a musical revue at Theatre by
the Sea in Portsmouth
throug~ May 27.

By Dana Jennings
Starting Here, Starting Now
never gets started.
This New York musical review
featuring nearly two dozen songs
by David Shire and Richard
Maltby, Jr. is a workmanlike job,
but there's nothing to get excited
about. There's not a legitimate
show stopper among the song and
tdance numbers.
The revue is kind of a musical
menage a trois with Judith Bliss,
Connie Coit and Daniel Fortus.
None of the three is impressive.
Their movements and expressions are stiff and plastic.
There's no emotion here. The
songs are sung and the dances
are danced with skill, but there's
a feeling the actors' minds are
va~ationing !n Pago Pago.
A musical revue needs high
energy, pizzazz and emotion to
sustain itself. The actors must be
caught up in the show's ex·Citement, throwing their all into
each number.

Bliss, Coit and Fortus don't
even work up a sweat. They go
through their paces, do an all
right job, and leave no lasting
impression behind.
Daniel Fortus and Judith Bliss, with Connie Coit in backFortunately, there's good stuff ground, perform in the Theatre by the Sea musical revue
"Starting Here, Starting Now." While the musical backhappenin~ off stil~e.
And the lighting effects by Starting Herr?, Starting Now's
James Trudeau are good, first number, "The Word is
The music, performed by
sometimes spectacular, Love", sets the tone for the
Robert McNamee on piano, John
especially on the numbers "One evening--bland and slow-paced.
Stewart on bass and Dale SzczeStep" and the renrise of "Flair".
blowski on drums is perfect, setAn opening number should be
But good lighting and music
.ting the tone the actors fail to
riveting, immediately draw at<!oo't make a show work.
maintain.
tention to the show and make the
viewer cry for more.
"The Word is Love" is about as
riveting as watching a stop light
change.

I

ground is well done, the performance of the three actors is
artifical and lifeless.

features, etc.
***********=Lis tings•***********
Films

Some numbers are good.
"I'm Going to Make You
Beautiful," sung by Coit, is a
eood son2 about a Total Womantype becomin~ a kind of kooky
messian tor oeautv.

Coit sings while dabbling and
covering her face with cosmetics.
She has a big, bright rose in her
hair and wear a peach-colored
kimono and croons, "Men today
want a flawless girls.''

WUNH-FM PROGRAM GUIDE
REQUEST LINE: 862-2222

"One Step" is a tight, little
dance number, but not the show
stopper it's meant to be. Bliss,
Coit and Fortus dance and sing on
the stage complete with top hats,
canes and white gloves, creating
an effective image of the 30s.

L.P. COMPLETE EVERY NIGHT AT 11 :00
Friday: Susan Abod, "Falling In Love Again"
SATURDAY: Badfinger, "Airwaves"
SUNDAY: Triumph, "Just a Game"
MONDAY: Dave Lambert, "Framed"
SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
FRIDAY:
SATURDAY:

6-8pm
12:30pm
6-7 :30

"T.G.l.J." Barry Weisman is
your host for two hours of jazz
UNH Baseball vs. University of
Massachusetts
"King Biscuit Flower Hour" This

One of the show's numbers is
called "Flare". Fortus sings and
bemoans the fact that life has lost
its flare, a certain savoir faire.

"Hurricane" at Cine 1-2-3-4 in Newington. 1:30, 3:50,
7:00 and 9:30.
"Halloween" Same as above. 1:50, 3:45, 7:05 and 9:05.
"The Champ" Same as above. 1:45, 4:10, 7:10 and 9:40.
"The China 'Syndrome" Same as above. 1:35, 4:00, 7:15
and 9:45.
"Get Out Your Handkerchiefs" at E.M. Loew's Cinema in
Portsmouth. At 7:00 and 9:00.
"Coming Home" at E.M. Loew's Civic in Portsmouth.
"The Deer Hunter" at Jerry Lewis Twin Cinemas in Ports- ·
mouth at 7:30, matinees on Saturday and Sunday at 3:30.
"Saturday Night Fever PG" Same as above. At 7:00 and
9:00.
"Fastbreak" at the Strand in Dover. 6:30 and 8:45.
"Buck Rogers in the 25th Century" at Tri-City Cinemas in
Somersworth. 7:15 and 9:15.
"Hair" Same as above. At 7:00 and 9:20.
"Blazing Saddles" at the Strafford Room in the MUB.
Sponsored by the MUSO Film Society. At 7:00 and 9:30
p.m. April29.
"Equus" at the Strafford Room in the MUB. Sponsored by .
the MUSO Film Society. At 7:00 and 9:30, May 3.

week featuring 'Jbe Rolling Stones

SUNDAY:

6-9am
~12

2-spm

5-6pm
6-9pm

~llpm
MONDAY:

6-8pm
8-9pm

recorded the summer of'78
"Morningstar Music"
Marc Strauss brings you "Ideas
& Options"
·
"The Folk Show" Jack Beard will
feature Alouette Iselin, ballad
singer, recorded at the Chelsea
House.
"Sports Talk"
"All-Star Jazz" with curt M~cKail for the best In swing and bop
Jazz
;:~:-;a';:i~~r" hosted by Sleepy

Ironically, it is the lack of flare
that makes Starting Here, StartingNowstandstill.

****************·l
** .
··
*•* su~nnort
rr

*#
**
**

"EveningClassicalConcert"
"Topics" Terry Monmaney will
feature a discussion with departing
UNH president Eugene Miiis

*I
**

·

Music
At the Stone Church in Newmarket. April 27: Ben Baldwin and the Big Note. April 28 and 29: Spring festival from
1 p.m. to 1 a.m. each day, with numerous groups and surprise guests and breaks for dinner.
A Tribute to Duke Ellington, presented by the UNH
Department of Music. Guest appearance will be by Clark
Terry, with the UNH Jazz Band and the UNH Concert
Choir. At the Johnson Theater Sunday, April 29 at 3:00.
Tickets are$3.
Concord String Quartet will perform Saturday, April 28
at the Durham Community Church at 8:00. Admission is

th e art s *** .
*
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presents

.

WITH SPECIAL GUESTS
.

The Granati Brothers
MAY 5th 8:00 pm

Snively Arena, UNH
Tickets on sale TODAY for students only--$4.50
MUB Ticket Office
..
~
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Elections

The Boy's club of Nashua
has a number of openings for
summer work-study employment

ELECTIONS
continued from page 3
approved by the Student Caucus,
the Office of Student Affairs and
President Mills earlier in the
year.
.
.
The senate will be composed
of seven councils: budget and
administration, student services,

--assiskmt aquatic di recto,

commuters, academic, student
for the University, residential,
and student activity fee.
There will be one senator from
each dorm, 22 commuter
senators, and three fraternity
and sorority representatives.
The constitution and by-laws
for the senate were approved by
the caucus last week.
It will go into action for the first
time this Sunday night.

·~·······~
··*********~
*l*******•·
Moving
1n tlie Spring?
*

- assistant physical dire,_Jor

.

*#
#

assisrani social recreation dik:ctor

:

#*

(LJ outdoor activities supervisor

f

Call Mr. Skanes at

#
#

*

SECOND COMING

#*

U1>ed Furniture

:

883-0523 or 883-0524·

*

When you decide what l l l
d:) with your furniture, etc.,
give us d call. We buy & sell

659-5634
12-5:30

#

J

Senate votes
•
to raise
drinking age
DRINKING
continued from page 1

alcohol on or ou premises with
the restriction to drinking only on
premises. Blaisdell's amendment
was defeated 13-10.
Also defeated in the three-hour
debate was an amendment
proposing that the bill not go into
effect until all three states borderimz New Hampshire vote for ·
similar laws.

The amendment, offered by
James Saggiotes CR# ·Sen.
Newport) and Sen. James
Splaine CD-Portsmouth) was
* killed
17-6.
'

~******************************#

---cl assif ied
help wanted
OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round.
Europe, S. America. Australia, Asia. etc. All
Fielcfs, $500-$1,200 month!>'.. Expenses paid.
Sightseeinf. Free info. Write: IJC, Box 52-45,
Corona De Mar. CA 92625. 5/4
SUMMER HELP NEEDED 9:00 a.m.-1 :00
p.m.~and 1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. College Work
Study. Apply at Brook House or call 862-1548.

SU

·

Fn°1!~~~:lv~i~"::e ~:j~~.~~:u~c~~::as R~~

pu'f:lican Candidate for President. f<'ind out
who he is and what he is all about. McCloud.
Dadeville, Missouri 65635. 5/1
WANTED: History teacher with a walking
handicap needs male housemate for June,

~~W·<:,~~ 5~f-~~~~- ~'2 ~ewfound

Lake, N.11.

summer Staff - FOr RecreoHon Program.
Tennis Instr., Play~round Supervisors 8l Tennis Court Supervisors needed. Must have
Experience! Contact the Hampton Rec:.
Dept. at 926-6766 by May 1st. 4127

Summer Work Study · Field and Lab work in
Research Studies of forest soils and streams.
Durham office and travel throughout nor•
thern New England. 40 hrs/wk. At least one
c:our$e in soil sc:ienc:e preferred. Call Tony
Fet:!erer. U.S. Forest Service 868-5576. 4/27
WSI position available in Stonington, Conn.
starting June 23. Excellent pay. Enjoyable
summer. For more information contact
Jeanette 862·3116. 4/5
CAMP COUNSELOR POSITIONS: Work Study
Jobs-YWCA Doy Camp in Greenland, NH.
Several counselors needed to work with
children ages 6to12 years. Experience with
camp programs, arts a . crafts, general
rec:realion. Job runs through summer. To
apply contact: Shirley Gibson, Asst. Dir., Portsmouth YWCA, 40 Merrimac St., Ports., 4360162. 5/4
ACTIVITIES COORDINATORS: Work Study Jobs
- YWCA Camp in Greenland, NH. Several
positions available to supervise programs
for children ages 6 to 12 years, in the areas
of Gymnastics, Sports and Nature/Crafts. To
apply c:ontac:t: Shirley Gibson, Asst. Dir., Portsmouth, YWCA, 40 Merrimac: St., Ports .. NH
436-0162. 5/4

lcMet...,.,

rides

GYMNASTIC INSTJLE.ar.Swnmer..Promom. co-

Jld 811MC&:1i.., . .
ConlOcntie ~amplon- r.c~ Dept. at 9266766 by May 1st. 4127

PLANT SCIENCE SUMMER FIELD EXPERIENCE.
Government. Local area. Responsible for
landscaping acHvltles 8l crew. $4.57 hr. Call
862-1184 for appointment by April 27. 412_7

=·.zo™n~

EXTERIOR PAINTERS Needed for student
owned company. Must have at least 2
summers exp. All work within 25 minutes of
Durham. $200 weekly. No Amatuersl Call
868-1005. John 514
...·-- -

Wanted by May 15: Companion to live In
with elderly women. In Durham, salary,
room and board. Light housekeeping
duties. Car available. Inquire In Room 317
Jomes Hall. 5/4
Summer Work-Study - field and lab work for
remainder of term and summer in stream
Biology. Background in Aquatic Biology and
Lab Techniques desirable. Call Diane Noel
U.S. Forest Service 868-5576. 4127

-Responsible h~r with rererencesCall Janet or Stephanie-749-J696.5/4
-

-.----Wildlife facility summer-positions: 40 hr/wk
local. Work-study preferred. 862-1000 or Dr.
Mautz, Rm. J. Pettee Hall. 4/27
·

Summer•Work Study painting Interior of
Forestry Sc:ienc:e Laboratory. ~O hrs1wk tor
approx 4 wks. Some painting experience
desirable. Coll Steve Patton, U.S. Forest Service 868-5576/9697. 5/4

~~I ~seela~.J4M858. 4/'n.

~

:·

Professional Editor: Theses, Term Papers,
manuscripts of all types. 86X-2.)5i .5/1
PAINTING: Interior, Exterior, done by a
new and growing company that's very eager
to do the best job for the least cost. References, fret• estimates, please call 868-5959 <after 7 pm>.-5/.1
HOUSE P.....,A_,l.,...N_T_l_N_G_'-a-11d~so_1_n_e_i_11t_e_r-io_r_w_o_r_k.
Responsible and hardworking college students will stal't May 20-Aug. 30th. Quality
work guarantee1l to undersell any prnfessional. For free estimates call Peter Rm. 20i
at 2-2014, 86!1-!Nil9 or Ellen Rm. 114 at 2-l<ifi8,
1!1>~~7~1~: ~~~~~:~-~-~s~a~_es. 5/ I

™IDg · I.~ manuscri~~ f.81 ·tech~
:~~}o~~torseur:,~

i{:rpert

Ji~per. Call <I overl i42-

Need a Babysittel'? Call i42-0144 and ask fol'
Eric aftel' 4::IO p.m. on Monday, Wednesday,
and Thursday. IL\VE BIKE. WILL
TRAVEL! 5/4
The Campus Quiche of Durham. Call now at
!Ifill-IOI I and talk to our culinary expert about
our extensive menu, our vast calcring ex·
perience and our incl'edibly low prices. We
cater with class to all your party needs-no party too large or small. Call us now at
868~101 l to order or plan your nextyarty .~/'!.7
Univer,,ity Secl'etal'ial Associates will be
available all summer to handle your
TYPING
needs.
Set•
otht•r
ad
<PROf<'ESSION'i! TYP.I.:S.G..J.Iw: ..details.
:C'-b 742"48$8. En ! lOl!I' summer! 5/4

cars for sale
i!i'miles,
75Kz.ooo:
Mint condition, very rast:15,00ti
red. $2,000or B.O. 749-'!.!144. 5/1:1
HONDA 7501", 8000 miles, Yoshimura headers. Dunlqu..K!ll lires. hut cam Jtnd .iJ{nition.
!iilfi{i'ib~. low handle ban, nice iiai11i·
ling bike. Best offer, call George at 868-!172:1.
fltl:!296. 4/'!.7
'

Sell a roomle
In

the class ads

197!1 Cutlass Salon - 4 door - AM/FM. Excellent condition. Price negotiable. Call Karen
N. 2-1679 or 868-9802. 5/4

Yamaha 19i!! XSIOO 2 cylindel' - 4 stroke
engine, 6-specd transmission; meticulously
maintained in excellent condition. $1150. Epping 679-11442. 4/27
1957 Ford 2·dr. Sedan "Full Custom.'' Custom nose and rl'ar interior done in black and
while rolled pleated naughahide w /I T-Bird
bucke1s. Console runs from Dash to rear.
Deck full complient of gauges. Custom door
panels & wheel, 4 sp w /Hurst shifter. J52 cu.
m. bored in 390 cu. in. w/406 tripower Mallory dual point rev. pole ign. Sun Tach. Headman headers, new Mohawk rubber rare
Mickey Thompson "Radar" wheels. 3 - 1st
place trophys in J shows. Make an offer,
$5,500 invested. 692-2908 after 5:JO. 5/4
Give my SAAB a good home. 1968 95 wagon.
105,000 miles losing the battle to rust. Possible restoration, many good ·parts, asking
$200 - extra engine, transmission $75. 749-1080 after 6 p.m. 5/1

1974 Yamaha 350 RD, good condition. $450.
AKAi 4000 DMS reel to reel bought last summer $200. Call 1168-5362. 4/27

PROFESSIONAL TYPING AT ITS BEST.
IBM Correcting Selectric, choice of style
pitch. Spelling, grammar, punctuation corrected. Reasonable rates fo1· superior
!lll.l\.lfu'.C.allD.iaJl.a Sclw..m;pt._a1 llni.yersit_y

camp Job Is different from any other. Write:
Trail Blazer Camps, 56 West 45th St., New
Yoi:k. NY 10036. 514

For Sale - 1975 2;;0 cc. Suzuki Motorcycle Dirt bike - street legal. Excellent condition less than :moo miles. Nevel' been dumped or
rained on - $500. Great gas saver - dependable. Nick tJ6-tx;;1. t/'!.7

services

-~,~~Cl!~77...... .,.

·=s~~-Ji~ ~why we-:'n9sa~:it=

1972 SAAB 95, stationwagon 107,000 miles.
Rebuilt transmission. Best orrer, call Ann
7-19-:1562. 5/1

l!Hi SAAB 96, New radials. Free wheeling,
well maintained. $600. Forced sale. 4Jl-8824
(keep trying I. -t/27

SUMMER JOBS IN YOUR FIELD: To men and
women in the h·u mon services area,
education and recreation. Extensive
R~Jma
.tralnJQa. onq~ blah
~

'66 Buick Special, excellenl cond., new

~~g~t:!n~~::=:~. f!~r· s100. ca11 Terry 65!1-

Ride needed: Annapolis, Md. or an\wh1·re in
the Balto.-Wash. area. Anytime aftel' noon
on Monday May 14. Call Mike at 868-:18.');I or Z·
2313Rm. 2535/l
·

Top Quality Typing: 65t a p;g~:~call Lo~i.
Strafford Manor. 868-illU.l/:10

.,..,.11911
.. .lc;s.
- .. ,
1 '11ence
lift dlld CCR, ~. . . . . . . . eutdoof

ads-~-

-~--

-·

~

...

19i-t VW DASHER: 4 door, 4 speed, JO mpg.,
mechanically excellent. Mimmal cosmetic
rust. Must sell, going abroad. Only asking
$1,7:>0 or B.R.O. 868-'!.06!1. 5/1
19i2 Yamaha XS650 Motorcycle, 4 stroke 2
cylinder under 18000 miles with reualr
manual. Very goOd condition, very dependable. MZ9 flrin. Call Matt, 818-5989 after 8:00
p.m.4/27

HONDA 360 CJ 1!176 $895.00 one year old, 4000
miles. Perfect condition. Luggage rack &
new grips·. Great gas mileage, 60 mpg.
Requires no maintenance. Call 749-2844. 4/'!.7
7. ,..:;;;. ...

- ... . . .... _ ...... ..

...,. __ ... -··~ - - - •

197J Ford Van - custom deluxe Club Wagon.
P.S., radial tires - custom interior, exceflent
condition - $2400 or B.0. Call 1168-9612 or 22154. Ask for Karen LJl8. -t/27

19il Delta 88. Good condition. Uses no oil.
Needs a little body work, $650.00 or best offer. Call 749-3-198. 5/.t

STEREO: 55 watt Realistic stereo FM tuner
wjth turntable and 4 mc-1000 speakers. Good
sound for $200. Call Ken, eves . 659-5441. 5/-1
l!li2 HONDA CB-350. Reliable, economical
trans. Runs well. New battery $.;75.00. Call
evenings in Dover 742-6866. 5/4

1976 Yamaha XS 500. Excellent condition.
Under 5,000 miles, extras, $1200. Steve .7493.502. 5/4

MOTORCYCLE - Suzuki 250 cc, 1966, 13000
miles. Good condition. Cheap, reliable trans. portation. $275. Harmony electric guitar and
5:>-watt Alamo amplifier for best offer. Call
Jerr at H!l-:1762 evenings. 5/4

for sale

2-:: man mountain wall tent, nylon. Good c •ndition, insect netting, $JO. Call 749-3697 after
9:JOp.m.5/l

::5 mm Minolta SRT 101 with 55mm lens.
Soligor wide-.ingle, vivitar 250mm telephoto
filter, case, tripod, etc. plus Honeywell automatic strobe-only $350 complete. 712- ·858.
4/2i .
I sell major name brand line of speakers. I'll
~ave you enough to buy a new receiver or

~:~::i:!:i.~~8~~~~~1a!~ :Js~::2haa~~ ~sthr~~
Mark in room 120. 5/-t

Refrigerator for sale: small size, good for
dorms. Excellent condition. Less than I year
old. Ask $75. Call 868-2496. 4/24
'
MOVING OVERSEAS! Must sell: Hockey
and Lacrosse Equipment; Bell and Howell
slide projector, $60; Philips 202 Turntable
with Stanton cartridge, $70; Desk with office
chair, $80; RCA Television, $60; Light beige
shag carpet (9'Xl2'l, $65; Simmons Beautyrest mattress <full) with box spring and
frame, $275 or best offer. Call 868-2896. 5/ l
Bancroft "Players Special" medium 4 S/8"
$15.00. Tretorn tennis shoes 9-'9•}.i $10..00
<new), Dunham Continental Tyrolean boots,
Vibram 10-11, $10.00. Negotiable 659-2776.
4/27

For Sale: 1978 Dawasaki KZ 400, 11,000
miles, ('!.07l 646-5:109. Best offer. Good condition. Needs back tire. 4/1

For Sale: Reel-to-reel Akai GX-220D Glass
and x'tal lerrite head, 3 motors/:! heads. 4
tracks 2 channel. 7" reel, S.O.S. records,
auto stop, shutoff & reverse. Includes 12

l!li:I Datsun Pick-up Truck has ·caP.. - excellent cond., many eldras, -16,000 miles. Must
sell. i49-:1502. 4/27

5/6

l!li5 Suzuki GT75tl, 15,000 miles with backrest, bookrack, and fairing. Excellent for
touring. Also 1:111 Honda 450, 14,000 miles
with backrest, bookrack, and fail'ing. Call
Larl'y 6:i!l-2fi9J or 8fi2-2067. 5/1
·

1!175 Yamaha 175 OT Enduro. 1,000 miles.
li59-2419. 5/ l

:!~frici:1$~~:6.~afuk~s Yt~rtalii:h:~~~!~;~::

Akai watt receiver, BIC 1!10 turntable, pair of
Advance loudspeakers, all in very good condition. New relays and tweeters in the
speakers. $600 or best offer. Call Dan 6595358. 5/1

FOR SALE 'i2' CB350 HONDA 12,000 mi.
yei:_y _good condition, $500. Call Dave 742;>991. a/4
Technics SL-1500 D.D. Turntable - $1110,
channelmaster receiver w /!! track - $50, a
Harvard HPX-J800 - $50 each, Ol' all for $200,
also Panasonte ·sx-noo cassette -dick- r:Qr
car~ - $70, 1s·· Montg9mety"Wal'll H&W TV
$:15 - Call 868-!lti62, ask for Mark or leave
number. 5/1
Five continental TS771 steel belted radials 165SR1:1 - mo.anted on Opec rims. Guaranteed for 40,000 miles, have 8,000. ~JOO new;
$100 for all five. Call 81i8-9662. Ask for Mark
or le.1ve number. Rated better than any
Michelins. 5/1
Ster1·0 fol' Sale - in good condition. 8-track,
r~i;o.r~ player,_ AM-F~ _ and 2 speaker~ included. Call Brian at 2-1~2 or_868-t771. 5/4
Professional road racing bicycle. 22 inch
double butted frame. Many Campagnolo
parts:. Pump, spare tire, etc. Prime ·c ondi·
tion.$300- call Harry 712-a202. 5/4

for rent
Help! I need a place to live on campus next
fall. If anyone has put a room deposit down
and wants to give up their spot, please notify

~~~;u~~~1fsba~n ~~6~1 ~~~~~~-~~i~

add a

Furnished, pine paneled Da~ ~~ -~1~-
{Madbury Rd.> for rent June I - Sept. I. Easy
walk to campus, perfect for 2 or ..:. yard
al'eas for sunbathing & cookouts. Rent
negotiable. 8611-29!12. 4/27

Wedding Gown for Sale: Fits size 5 or 7. Old
fashion design·. Paid $100, asking $:10. Call
742-0712 (after 5 p.m. l. 4/27

Looking for roommate to share 2 bedroom
apt. as or May I. 5 miles from campn_s,
$100/mo. & utilities. Call Cindy or Jean at
81i8-7040 or 86!1-220!1. 5/ I

for parts for rebuilding. Has newly rebuilt
engme and other extras. For price and other
info. call Dan 6:>9-5:158. 5/1

Fol' Sale: Minolta SRT 100 with 55mm
Rokkor lens and J5mm wide angle lens. Also,
4 types of filters. Camera case and strap included. Excellent camera for good price.
Phone 778-86.-.2. 5/4

-t ROO:\IS TO RENT 2nd £loor, 2 baths, light
housekeeping privileges, laundry. All
utilities furnisned. Single occupancy $:10/wk.
double occupancy $20/wk. Available immediately. Barrington 6fi4-'!.476. 5/1

1!175 Honda 12;; excellent condition, crash
bars. sissy bar and lu~gage rack. Low mileage, must sell $:175.00, call 659-26:!:1 ..i/I

For Sale: Peavey Classic Guitar Amplifier.
In good condition. 2 yeal's old - $175. Call Bob
659-2590. 5/4

Apt. for sublet, w/£all option. At Madbury
apts. 2 bds., wall to wall carpeting, overlooking pool. Call evenings after 9:00, mornings before 8:30 a.m. 742-7909.

1!17:> Fial l'!.8, 40.000 miles. New exhaust.
brakt•s. and battery. Excellent Michelins.
nePds bucks! $lli0 or B.O. Bob
11.i.l·-.>.fa ••>/I

Skis: Buy now to save: I pair of 1811 cm.
Dynastar Freestyles with top of the line
Tyrolia 350 bindings and ski brakes. Used
one season $125. David 66-1-:>54:1. :i/4

l!li:I Uodge ·~ton. P.S., automatic, very little
rust. runs well, w/cover. Asking $2000. !162111011 days. 86!!-5919 nights. 5/~

~~l~~i~~

1975 Ford Mustang-II, 4 cylinder 4 speed, red
w/white, $1800 01· best orrer. Call evening
Yoshi 742-5794. 5/ I
·
'fill Camaro. Has been in accident but good

t.>.':°.~-~~u~ent

l!li'!. Camaro - going to Florida must .s ell.
Asking $!KIO. Calf Nancy, 868-7:!88. 4/27
·· - - - - - ..-- - - For Sale: 'iO Volksw.1gen Bug 11ith i;mashed
front lt>fl fender. Good engine. good £11r sp;u·e
parts. Can drive honw. Price negotiable.
Call Rob at 74!1-0570. Best time :>-7 p.m. weektla)·s. :i/I
1!16!1 OPEL GT l!IOO. Needs some body work
but runs very well. Recently tuned, need $
for school. $495.00. Call e\·enmgs at 742-6866.
5/4

mo.

For Sale - Sanyo JI X2400K Stereo receiver,
mint condition, one year old.

For Sale: 1976 Honda XL 175, 4,000 mi.
mostly road mi. $400 Ol' b.o. 1973 Hond SL 125,
5,000 mi. $300 or b.o. Call Randy 868-!1602. :>/I
l!li:! J:>O Honda CB & helmet. Must sell,
moving to Montana. $-125 or negotiable for :J-

Iii speed bicycle. 9,000 miles, good condition,
55 mpg. Call Kittery '!.Oi-6:i9-1961. 5/4

For · Sale - 1!17J Honda CB -150, slightly extended front forks, new exhausl - rear 16 inch
lire and rim. Black paint and newly reuyholstered tan seat. Needs battery. $700. Cal !!68i 15!! after 4: 00p.m.5/4
· ---· ·

0

MOVING ? lnkrnational Stepvan, 1965. Good
running condition, excellent til'es. Rustfree,
all-aluminum body. Double heater. Would
make good camper or ust• for home business.
$1i:ill firm. Call Susan, 2-1484. 5/4

Honda 500 - excellent condition. New real'
tire. b.1tterJ and has just been tuned up. Can
be seen in front of Kappa Sigma. Call Jim
j l:!-!15!1!1. 4/2j
Magna\'ox solid state stereo fol' sale. $100
new 6 yl's ago and still in very good condi·
tion. \ski 1g $40. Call Brink 868-!l60!!. 4/'!.7

19il VW Super Beetle. Org. mechanically
excellent, minimal body rust, sun roor,
$1250.00 or B.R.O .• call 742-i70-I. 5/4

STEREO - 5:i watt Realistic ST:\-458 FM
stereo tuner with IUrnlable and 4 mc-11100
speakers. Good sound for $'!.110. Call Ken,
eves. 6:>9-5-t~l. Leave Message. 4/27

Summer Sublet/Nl'wmarket - J bedrooms largt• living room, w/w, kitchen, tennis
court. Very reasonable rent is negotiable.
Call Rick at 868-!1751 or 2-270:1. 5/4
Durham Summer Sublet - Fall option.
Bedroom, living room, kitchen <'Yilh stove
and refrigerator). Close to campus. Call 86!12889 between 4-6 p.m. or 9-10::10 p.111. 5/1
1\pt. to Sublet, May 15-Aug. JO, 2 bedrooms,

kitchen, lh·iug room, balcony, furnished. In
the Coops - call 868-7::42 for information. ,4/27

Apt. available fOl"summer sublet. Olde Madbudy Lane in Dover. Two bedrooms, completely furnished and equipp_ed. Pool
priviledges. •Call 749-4565 (Ke~p ~g). 5(4
Apartment or Roommates - Madbury Ln.
Apt. Dover. Sublet summer, Fall option,
pool, laundry. K-van, 2 .bedrooms. Easy
place to live. call 742-iU'!.. 5/1
SUMMER SUBLET - WEBSTER HOUSE.
Apartment fully furnished. Great location,
private exit. Rent negotiable. Call Peter or
Dave, 81i8-26:>7. 5/4
J bedroom apt. for summer sublet in Dover.
Nt•ar Kari- . an, partially furnished $110/mo.

& elect. Call Deboie i4'!.-i51 I evenings. :>/4

For Rent: 5 room apt. in Newmarket. Newly
re.no\'ated. parking, on Kal'i-rnn. $250/mo.
plus utilities. 4/27
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Completely furnished, great location, rent
.,negotiable. Call pave o_r Jeff 868-7Z6l. 5/4
For Rent: 3-room apt. in Newmarket. N.ewly
redecorated. Parkmg, on Kari-van. Ready
May 1st $150/mo. & utilities. 868-2005. 4/27

~ SJJBLET: z bdrln. -~~~

other person on Madbury Road. Rent: $85
~~~/~on per ~onth. Call 868-5201, ask for
Summer Sublet in Red Towers - 2 big t;edrooms, living room, kitchen; bathroom, rent
negotiable - call 868-1125, ask for Deb or Lee
in person. Apt. 2. 4/27
3 bedroom house, summer sublet with fall
1mtion i~.ket.. ..011_.K-vlUl route and
i~ to ....._ A'Villlllle May a, .--.- liimiil:
a
9-"29111.~- -- - - - - - - --

65

APT. TO SUBLET: On Kari-van, in Dover. 2
bdrms, kit., living rm. and bath. Wall to wall
carpet, air cond., pool, tennis courts, central
vacuum. $205/month plus elec. Avail. May
20. Call 7'12-8675. 5/4
Ap'artment for rent - Newmarket available
after finals - 5 room, 2 bedroom apartment -

1

lgla£ un Kdl l·Wdll

awv.

fl:l::l/lllulltll IUCIU<.lt!>

heat & hot water. Call Chris or Chuck 6595801. 5/4

Bea.llfilu.l .Fumbou~~ ,\pllrtmegt for rent.
Spadea, ~e ilvtiii Nola, fifo beilnellll

Datlirooms-.

upstairs a11downsta1r5, - two
Great location - on Kari-Van Route, Rte. 108,
Durham. Reasonable Rent. Available Ma)
15 with Fall option. Call Deb or Chris at 659·
2052. 5/4
.

WANTED TO RENT OR SUBLET: Small
house or apartment in Portsmouth/Kittery
area. Call 2-1144 or 868-9821. Ask for Sarah.
5/4
Durham Summer Sublet, 2-bedroom Apartment Woodman Ave., Rent Negotiable, Furnished option. Call Max 868-9619 Room 205 or
Dave 659-2534 Leave Message. 5/-t
2 bedroom apt. available for up to 4 eersons
in DURHAM, Main St. Large katch~n.
spacious living room, and parking. Rent neg.
Call 868-7578. Available in June, w/fall option. 5/4

Olde Madbury Lane Apts - Dover - 2bedroom apt. w/pool, on K-van, Ava. June
1st-Sept. 1st- w/fall option. Rent negotiab,e.
742-9058. 5/-t

Deb C.: to my Terrific Roommate, here's
your personal!! Have a great time this
weekend, even without "wisdom". it'll be
r!t~~t~~r~e~~2igo nuts together! Love you

.!J bodroom

Apcartl'ttont lor rc:int

o,~ cr

June,

Jul,v. and August. Large kitchen, spacious
livmg room, fully furnished, fireplace,
garage space - Rent negotiable! Ideal
location: 28 Bagdad Rd., Durham. Call Bob
at 868-2800. 5/-t
Subletting two bedroom apt. in Dover for
June & July. Lease renewal option. Rent
$220/mo. & util. On Kari-van route. Has Pool.
Call Linda or Sandy 749-2925. 5/-t
·

2 Bdrm apt. available June 1st at Bow Lake 20 miq. from UNH. Yearround w/lake-front
priviledges. $195/month. Call 664-7691. Keep
tr~ing. 5/-t

Summer sublet with fall option: partly furnished 2 bedroom apartment with combination livinf room - kitchen, Bay Rd.,
Newmarket. 150/mo. On Kari-Van. Call
Olwen or Beth, 659-5655. 5/1

For Rent, Summer or year round. Spacious
studio apt in Dover. Big, sunny windows,
fireplace, near K-van. Available May 15.
$145.00 includes utilities. Call Nancy 742-770.t
5/4

SUMMER SUBLET • Durham brand new
Studio, Healtl~· Walking Distance Corner Rt.

Appt. to sublet May 20 - Sept I. 2 bedrooms, 2
bathrooms, kitchen, & living room rent negotiable. If interested please call Jim at 2-1615
or 868-9729 or Jake at 2-1617 or 868-9748. 5/4

Subletting from beginning of May to end ol
l\_ygyst. Two bedrooms lurnished. Quiet1
Sc:en1c-:-~ nille-frOm Lee tralllC arc~all
&715'l: Jack or Ra]Dh. 5/1

for Rent. Has kitchen & Living room.
Fully furnished in Dover. Rutland St. Right
on Kari-van Route. Spacious. Call 742-8685.
5/1

2 Apts. to sublet for summer with fall option.
Each 2 bdrms. Kitchen, L.R., wall to wall
carpeting. 5 miles from campus. Call 868·
7040 or 868-2209. Available June 1. 5/4

Durham Sublet - I large bedroom, kitchen,
livingroofn. Completely furnished. Sundeck.
Laundry facilities in building. Near down·
town . 56 Madbury Rd. 868-i039 or lea ve
message 868-9711 for Jill, Judy. 5/4

R~m

Apt. for sublet w/fall oetkin. At Madbury Apts.
2 bds. Wall to wall carpeting, overlook11ig
pwl. call evenings after 9:00, mornings
before 8:30 Phone 742-i!l8!J. 5/4
.fil1lfilQ APT~_with 15itche11 & Bathroom in

Apt. to sublet June I - Aug. 31. 3.5 mi. from
Durham on Rt. 108. Call 659-2594. 5/1

DUrliam. Madbury Rd., Webster ·House
Available May 15 with Fall Option. $195 per
': 4f-~~l.i~~}~des heat. May paid for -~yndy

Large, furnished one bedroom apartment on
Belknap street in Dover abailable for sum·
mer. Sublet anytime through September I.
Quiet, mature people a must. Perfect size for
two. Call Krix Lundblad, 868-i288. :>/1

roommates

Sublet Apt. for four, May 19-Aug. 30. Furnished; 2 bedrooms, living rm.-dining rm.
kitchen, bathroom. Apt. located in Red
To~er on Main St.,
Durham. Rent
ne~iable. Call 868-:>024 for . more inform8'0n. 5/4
.
·
Boston. Roommate wanted for June-August.
2 bedroom, sunny, roomy, call evemngs.
(61(_)_.783-4999. 5/1
..

6

Summer Sublet, Durham-Coops. Available
June Isl - August 31st. Wanted 3 nonsmoking
males to share two bedrooms. Cheap! $250/a
month plus electricity. Contact Martha or
Jeanne 2-2357 or 868-976.t. 4/27
3rd Female roommate <nlmsmoker> needed
for Kari-Van route, furnished apartment in
Dover anytime after May 20th until Sept. 1.
Pool and tennis courts. $87 .00/month plus
electricity. Call 742-510~. 5/4
Three roommates needed for delux .t
bedroom apt on Main St. Durham. Yard with
~arden, dishwasher, and w.1shing machine
nu:..lwled, ..5.PJKi.01,1s with. 2 baths, semi furnlahed, price negotiable. 868-Zi84. 5/4 - · - ·

Large 4-room apartment for rent. Mid-May
to August Z%nd, Main Door of refinished
house in Dover. On Kari-van. $200 unfurnished. Call: 742-1309 evenings. 4/27
Summer Sublet: Apartment w/view of Mill
Pond in Durham. Ln·ing room, kitchen, bath
and bedroom w/bunkbeds. Furnished or unfurnished. Immaculate! $250/mo. Available
May 15-Sept. I. Call Allyson or Martha in
Rm.8, 2-1607 or 868-9882. 5/4
Three bedroom colonial style apartment
available for summer sublet. Near Dover
Center. On K-van. $330/month includes
everything. Call Emily, Jenifer or Nina 8689823 or 2-2371. 5/1
·
Summer rooms available for rent at Alpha
Gamma Rho: Ladies preferred, 6 Strafford
Ave. Call Fig 862-1306. 5/4
·
Need one roommate for a 2 bedroom apt.
<own room, unfurnished>. Option for fall on
the whole ~hing! 'h mile past Lee traffic circle. Excellent opportunity to beat the search
for a 2 bedroom apt. over the. summer.
$100.00 a month. Call Andy or George 8687093. S/4
.
Main St. Apartment for summer sublet, very
cheap, very convenient, furnis!ted .. For I or 2
·persons. Call 868-1021 <aro1l'nd 6} and aslrfor
Pete ~r Ed in No. 4. 5/4

Pete - the tA freeway, cloudy moon, fogged
windows and memoraes of NORWICH .. .let's
keep it "up". You Know Who! !4/27

K.K.- You made it little sis. Congratulations!
DZ will never be the same with you as a
sister. <Better of course). Lots of love,
Sharon 4/27

-mer Sablet: Madbury Apta. Zbdr. po0a;
June 1- Sept. I, cutting f50 ofF rent, calf now
2·2138 or 868-9826, ask for Brad, leave name
& number. 5/4

Summer SUblet, avail. srzo.s/31. Large fur·
nlaheclroo~ (including bed, dresser, desk,
....kitche.n._full · bl!lh'-- ~~urit_y depo~il
~uired. Full summer occupation pre
ferrcd .. Rent negotiable. Contact Kathy a1
868-2556, leave name & number if not there.
5/1

To the residents of ALMOST HEA \'EN: You
guys were the bestest! There were some
rough times but in the end everything <.:AME
out just fine. Special thanks to the "better
half," and to Nellie for sharing her ,,ussy
with us. Lots a love, Arthur 4/27

For rent - Newmarket. Large 4 bedrm
duplex on Lamprey River. $420/month. Ava.
June I. Pets allowed. 868-7558 after 6. 5/4

Summer Sublet: May 25 - Sept. I. 2 bdrms,
full kitchen, bath, living room. Located in
Dover. Call 868-9751. Dave Rm. 412. 5/4

et.c.l

Kris Farm Spring Blowout Friday April 27th
at end of Longmarsh Road in Durham. You
don't even need a ticket beforehand.4/27

~~\l.2izT~~8~M~~ u~~!riday

Steve Bryant - Only Steve-Knows. Thanks
for being you. Muclt haf piness with Darleneyou deserve the· best. love you! Your Advisee.4/27

Roomate Needed: Madbury Apts., 1st stop
on Karivan route, starting fall semester,
furnishings, Call Brad, evenings 2-2138, 8689826, leave name & number. 5/4

::.:~t,:!foredio~~:~~~~).l~i~le. Call l:hris

All Chi 0 sisters- thanks for everything
~·ve done to and f~ us the pisl two m~tbs,_
We all love you and we're psyched to be
y our sistersTlhelerrTiiC 17. 4/21

for

For Rent: New 4 Bedroom Apt. in Dover
Living room, dining room, kitchen, stove &
fridge. Near Karivan route. Available June
1st $450.00 Heal included, lease required, No
pets, Call 7'.!-7908 between 7 & 9 p.m. 5/4

Summer Sublet with fall option: 2 bedrms.
~ts w/w car~t: WMJHl.llel, .t miles froin
~~llei __f_!__~ ~t N_egot

Summer Sublet/Webster House Apartment,
4. person ·occupancy - 2 bedroom with large
kitchen and living room, fully furnished.
$85/person. Contact either Rob or Knute at
868-9831 or Dana at 868-2800. 4/27

Time i.s .runninl! out f.9r students to submit
the fir'st studenl art show to
emthe'Gramte Slate room or the MUB
al the beginning or May. Photographs entered may be in color and black & w~ite but
must b<' mounted. Anyone wishing to participate may leave photographs at the MUSO

~hs

Room wanted in apt. or house in or near
Hampton from June I - Aug. 31. Please call
&59-2576, ask for Carol. 5/4
Need I or 2 roommates male or female to
§hare apt. on Young Dr. May-Aug. $100 MonW. with 3 people. Call Cindy 868-$19. 5/1
Need I roommate to share apt. in Dover with
woman who smokes. $110/mo. <incl. tel.>
COMPLETE! Own furnished room. On KVan. Call 749-2732 after 6 p,m. 5/4'

personals
Happy Birthday Lynnie B. from 8.D. 4/27
Sue D.: You were one h~lluva pledge but now
you're a sister at last. It really has been a
great time and I couldn't have asked for a
nicer little sister. This weekend is your first
and my last so let's make it memorable. The
cape is calling-get psyched! Love ya, your
big sister ..t /27
Sandy P. Thanks for making this semester
lhe Best! There will be ma11y more to come!
Congrats and I love ya! Jill P .S. Have a good
time this weekend. 4/27
To the new DZ sisters. Congratulations!
W-e're pread to have you guys as part of our
house. Spring 79 was the best! 4/27

To my CREAMPUFF, Michael: Get excited
for your first AZ pledge dance. I'm sure we'll
have a great weekend. Remember, I dnve a
hard bargain! Love your buns, CRISC04/'!.7

l»~'ftDI -Mono ~not we're going to have a

~lls~A weekend. Looi: out Beacon!

Tbereaa - Happy Birthday on Sunday. Hor
your Zlst ii thebest yet. -Sue. 4/'1:1
New Slaten of Alpha Xi Delta Congradulatlons - you guys are great - you finally m . .
It and we're psyched. Go nuts at the pledll
~nee w~ love you the sls~n ol ~ 4/'1:1 __
~ULA'l10NS
~ -

JIM!

Lalla

love!

·--:--.J

..........._

....... _ ....... to ... uNll ........... .

W-ea__p! It'• over!l'Il~Jr::re~~~...

Gourmet Dinne.r, Dance, Belly Dancer. $7.50
per penon only. Saturday Z8th. Granite
state Room MUB. Tickets available at
MUB.4/'1:1

BOO-BOO. I love you the most. Say Hi to
Herman for me. You are so cute. Pride. io.Y
iUiCI" Remw&i alrsaY lal. l..Ove· rrom your

To all sororities and fraternltea, do you know
what Greeb are really about! Come and
find out at the International Dinner at the
MUB Saturday Z8th. Gourmet Greek food,
~~-~Ul_dancing. Only $7.50 per_penon.~t,~
Eat with the Gods!!!Bring your goddess
~··•'fa evemu..ol Gr~Da
~haent::~ -~
nlibt:
ODly 7.50 per person. MUB
a
· Rlim.
Only •7.58 per person. 4/'1:1

No more · wliare -gmv . . ·-e liee> Get
psyched for the PD!! <Wild times!) You're a
g~ friend and I love you! Garth 4/27

DlvVyAm

-- - -

.: .

Nancy, Gail, Donna, Cathy, Joano, The
greatest friends. Phi Mu has brought us
closer together, we'll always have to keep in
touch, the miles won't keep us apart. Love,
Laura 4/27
Phi Mu sisters, the greatest! I'll miss you
when I graduate, you all have an open invite
to vi"sit us in Caltf. Ann, thanks for the
beautiful letter. Love, Laura 4/27

Phi Mu you are the greatest. I will really
miss you. You all care so mqch. You truly
a1·c real sisters. ·Love Emily 4/2i
Lover <Sleepyl-Remember wrecked ankle,
Mt. Ascutney, drive-ins and six-packs, late
night swimming, the Datsun, hayrields, parties, roses, KSG ... and get psyched for a wild
spring weekend. Just no vibra-ribs, please!
I'll mass you and B.G. next year. I love you so
much!!! Sunshine 4/'!.i
Dear Janice "Ring-Ding", Thanks so much
for making my P.D . a super night. You've
been a great big sis! Love, your little sis.t/27
Terry, John & Stan, Thanks for the early
morning escort home on Sunday. Terry,
thanks for making my PD a fantai;tic night.
John & Stan, l'l! sing "he.l' baby" in vour
iears anytime as long as you don't have marsh·
11Dellow on your shirts. Take care guys.
Laurie 4/21 ·
Beck y Congratulations
on
y our
engagement! Wish you both the best of luck .
June 1!180 will come sooner than you think.
Love, your s isters xxxooo4/:!i
Chris- here is one more personal-you're get·
ting spoiled with all this attention! Congratulations! and welcome to the family . You're
!!te ~st a_classic! Love, YOU!' 8.S 4/27 - _ ·

llllfor.J;':J:

To Laura: Do you wanna come eat Greek
wWa me at the MUB Saturday eve!! But I
Leve You!!Fan 4/'1:1

bear i>iilles -1 know that Phi Mu Delta's out:
ilOOrparties._are the Greatest a1itf I'm really
psyched for April 28t and your live bands &
refreshment. Go wild boys. \'our "1>cvinc"
head resadent..t/27
Sparky & Ken-Road trip! We're psyched for
a bizzare weekend! Don"t forget the ties!
Rainbow & Barbie .t/2i
Dear Malt Dixie, Spinner and MGM, get
psyched for a great night on a boat, not with
the boat. Hopefully then the Titanic will have
sun"! The connection will survive the storm
and see the sun rise the next morning.
Riunite and_Sf:re!'.'!'~· -·
J,iz-these past months have _b een the BEST of
my We and 1haring them ~ou waa the
chapstiCk . ori lne hps ! . . . -uz·s the
GREATEST!!!! Love, you little sis-Lisa-1/:!i
Andrea, I'll never forget these pasl couple of
months that you have helped make so,special

For me. It must ·l iave beell your good hilfuence

~~":'1'~Ti~s1..ro:--t~~m~ct.g-;.s~mv~-

your little sis, Patty 4/2i

Hey Blff, Here It is, the Pulltzer Price winninlf
personal, volume one: A Nose b~ ana other
~:t·4~r·s "to a ~-t wee en Love
To the howling, frisbee throwing Ti\ from
Californiz: Happy 21st Birthday! We'll miss
you next year, especially the Tuesday lunch-

es_<!>,

th~ F~y _been, _ancl_ ~a~g_ ~ur-

veys ! Love, H & J .t/27

·

To Sue Ga1·dner: Thanks for bemg the best
Big Sister a girl could have! Don't forget all
the funny times we've had, and let"s look
forward to more in the future! Love always,
your little sister, Sue 4/27
TU<.:KERMANSTIME- Ski and/or party in
the Ravine on May 18th. Lots of people. !\1eet
al T-Hall · at <i::IO AM. For info call 65!>51111-1 l< 'hris) 5/4

Jackie & Lori: Want to go out this weekend?
Give me a call. K.D.4/'1:1

Uear roomies Jake, Peirson, Swampwomanrcady for some Phi !\1u craziness this week?
Ho1>e so! I am! Love ya, Pags .t/2i

Kimlta and Jlmba: Thanks for the wild time
last Friday••• I wish I understood half of what
I saw. Signed, Unldentllied.4/27
"Love and the self are one ano the discovery
of either is the realization of both"-Human
Stlxl!ali_ty Month. 4/"'li _ _
Stonegaters: Let's punk out alfain this weekend. ·Friday keg at my house!1 You guys are
the greateat. Love, Your pseudo house mate.
Dana - Beautiful weekend. Thank you again.
I'm the lucky one. Love Ginger. 4/23
Ex - Az Scrubs, You guy,, are awesome. I
love all 24 or you and I'm so glad that you a1·e
really sisters. I think you're the bee·s knees .
E.M. your ex-PT. Cutts.
Sigma Beta's Spring Outing Friday May 4th.
Food-Music-Rdfres&ments from 6:30-12.
Tickets availabl' in ADVANCE ONLY.
:,~ailable at the house or from any brother.
Kevin & Randy: "The four of us arc gonna
have so much fun! .. Get pS)'1.:hcll tor the l'D
reunion. Cape Cod or Bust!! Love and kisses .
1/'!.i
To Deb and J\targaret-\Vhat the heck is a
Monday night '! Thank you and sec you lhis
weekend. Love Red 4/'!.i

uniforms and sort-11alls. Rough riders and
flooraclion--bul BAREBACK IS BEST! Duh!
Big Red look out Tonche Douche--love ya,
Me4/27

Beth-(;et psyched for lhis weekend. It will be
lhe best PU you've e , er gone lo. \' ou 'II ncn~ 1·
forget this one. Mike 4/"!.7

To "Meltdown"; ··1.s:·. Co., Murt, Jimbo,
"Sailor", BF. Blues Brother Don, ... and
Supreme <.:onk. Love you all-thanks for a
wonderful year. Come to 184 Wa~hington
Street, Dover next fall for a Lord Cafvinturkey soup reunion. Much love, the Killer
Whalc5/1

Buddy Leroux-"BabJ you ca11 drive my car.
BYOSS"--Bring your own stick shift. f'rom
the girl in the wlt1te TR6..t/27

Pyjama: Get psyched for Sat. Greek nll(bt.
I promile we're going to meet the gods. Mad
Greek.4/%7
.

To the little douche who castrate, cows and

~~~Ha~~! 5;.'i>~s a~da~\.~~~Uved~h~~-~

Take a break at F AIRCHILD"S CAFE
PRINTEMPS. Friday May 4 from 3-6 pm.
Music and food to ease your mind.5/-1

Hey · LlSa Lubner: · What's your funcUon
anywa}? I told .~·ou you were the best! Whilt
else do you want'! More sleep'! No wa,y ! See
you tomght at the M\'OW party at Hetzel.
LoH· Todd 4/27

Conventers: Get ready to <.:harleston and
~:~lr~~·~~·:rpers ! The last hurrah will soon

Lisa-Smiles, su11shine, understanding, good
times, .. flying on deck," and late niglit talks
have all been a part of havmg the
"BESTEST"' little sister ever. \'ou·re
SUl'ER! Love Me! Lit 1/2i

DINO: You're still a sweetheart-but what
else could you be with those eyes ._. Keep
smiling! T. I'S. Happy Birthday..t/27

Dear Maggie-with sadness l"m lealing you
l'hi Mu. I hope you and all the Phi's soon to
be sisters love 1t as much as I have. Lo\'e,
your big sister Donna 4/27

Anyone interested in attendin~ a shower for
Kaley Yanden Boom before she gels
marned, please contact Maura or Leeny 216i0. It will be on May 12. 4/2i

Jennifer Green, Donna Moore, Uonna
Henkle the best family of little sisters at l'hi
!\1u. I'm going to miss you all so much. Keep
up the family tradition Love :"llancy 4/2i

~t·nn~· . Scott, Tom-Road trip! Where does
the road go? Don't go nowhere, stays here all
year round. Whoops, back pockt•t! Kenny
will you sing for us? No, nay, never, no more.
We're all squared awa,Y. l:an a roommate offer a roomm<1te a Taparillo? The Indians
carved it for the tourist 1rade. You·re right,
JOU're absolutl'ly right! Ski l 'olorado on your
5!!4's. Awesome! A double, a single and a pull
out couch. Ask Kenny .be brought an extra
one! Dead orchids, Lacrosse slicks, Skippy,

To t11e sisters and pledges of Phi !\1u: You·re
the best! This semester has been ~reat and
the best is yet to come. Let's go wild! LO\·e,
Aady 4/n .
· · _.
: · _·

JU-:'liC shows one Sawyer boy everything.
Tbe Party Is not yet over and I bate the Navy.
What a mesaver'! 4/27
·
Hobin: g_et psyched for the wildest weekend
ol your We!! BoOgeying on Friday, siding cin
Saturday and beach on Sunday. Shoul4 be
fun. Love, Jon 4/2i
Jackie in Williamson I promised ~· ou one so
here it is. We saw each other at PKA. Met at
TKE. r wonder what will hap11en if you come
by Sawyt•r fo1· our part)· Salurda.v night. -1/'!.7
To all the special people who made by transition to old age ( :w >so much fun! Thank you
and dankc! Love, Ellcn -1/'!.7
P-ski. Thanks for my first baseball game
e\"cl'. my fir~l lo\'e e\'er. Don't let me lean·
without you. Blut' eyes. 1/27
To our deares t am e rican breeder , llow's
thin gs down on the farm'! lnrlatable
cwc ... Come for lunch, don ·t bring .I. l'ervertedl y yours, crass realization and idl•alistic
viewpoints . P.S. There's a brain w1lh your
name on it at the end of the rainbow.4/27
l'ally-Congratulalions ! ! Hell Week wasn 'l
so bad, was il?? So glad lo ha~ e you as my
sister! Love, Andrea 4/'!.7
R.J .N.- The music and food were surpassed
onlJ by lhe pleasu1 e or the be,t company
Bien! Here ' s to sha, ed
Inglenook and "vintage" friendship~ ... Your
pal, 1\1 <l'.S. How bout bulling my house
someday in a T-:18'! ! ) 1/27
C\' CI'. .. .\lcrc1

Kim l\1.- Remember Hetzel 2'!.11, Your 12 of a
M.1tcus bottle; Uec. 13: Hetzel Lounge; Hoop
g.11nc after Tau house party; Brunch of
N.E.l'.: UNH Hockey games; studying in
front of lhc T\'. Have fun at graduate school.
A.A.N. 5/-1
Sigma Nu Pledges and Brothers: A HUGE
thank _you for painting our front! it looks
great and never would've been do1w wilhout
you! ·can "·e help YOU sometime? Thanks
again! The \'outh Center!! t/ .:.7
Sheila. Judy & Deb: All I can say is the CJµl'
- better look out because you'll show them how
to have fun. You sure you don't need a
chapt•rone? Oh well 1·11 be thinking of you.
Take care Love L. .t/27
TFMT: Well it•s the end of Ap1:.il and you
didn•t win the bet too bad. Maybe next tune
we·n try for a week ... a day? You're "lucky· ..
l"m going to let you off easy. Love that rose.
Gey psyched. Take care, Love L. P.S. l.aB
isn't that long . .t/2i
.

To my l'hi Mu Sisters; \' ou add a whole new
meaning to the word "wild". I'll miss you
when I'm in Utah. Extra hugs to Jake, Beth,
El! Love. Marilyn -l/27

~:~11~1 ~~~!.:e buen 0 ~:.f/l. .. 7~~t

'Ye'r~ going ti_) th~ m'!4!n! Thanks for a great
tune. Beth, Di. L1z .t/:..1

~~~:!:rk.~~~t ~~~~~k :!~~d!d• ~;~!'tZi ~~~:::

Nanq Batt. Thanks for showing me Phi Mu
<Laura, Gums and Joano too> I guess you
know how much it's meant. Good luck.
Please keep in touch after graduation. Donna l/'!.7

JJelilse! I bad fun watcbhig yea do · your
ballet in the sun-now .how abOul doing some
in the dal'k ... anxiously awaiting your rep1y.
HANK 4/2i
.

<.:alifornia or Bust: Andy, !\1elissa, Gummy,
~ancy, and ~a1,1r.~. l_la".e fun setli!1g _u_p our
CaliTonala Pill Mu deleg_atlon. l'U mil• yoa ·
~;e always Donna P.S. don't forget Herbie

Arc you troubled, depressed, confused, is
there a chicken in your ear'! Well if there is,
or >·ou arc. you could use some advice. So
wnte DEAR LOCO the new thought
provoking, provocaive, uninformed advace
column: at !HJ Stark ,\\'e, Dover, N.H. 031120
or just catch Loco in the street. 5/ I

Dear tastiest wench on campus your handsome stud awaits you at Phi Mu's S11ringfest.
Be there! Aloha: Doy bird! 4/27
Stokies! You all sa,Y yer the rowdiest, well
come on over to Phi Mu Delta Saturday and
f:e~~= .iiJ isincerely your friends at Phi Mu

2

Brothers of Phi Mu Delta we are really
psyched for youl" live bands and maybe some
live action too! So get psyched for Sat!!!
your Phi Mu sisters. 4/27

Nancy B. Pam C. and Sandi D.. What more
could I ask for, ha\'ing had three wonderful
little sisters. You've made Phi Mu even
~::. {fa~f~j~~o me. \'ou're the greatc•st.
To our soon-to-be PHI MU sister.: you are
our hope, our future, and the GREATEST.
ti~;da~· is TUE day! Gety psyched - Joano

birthday--

Les-thanks for everything. I can•t wait til
l'hursday! You're the best. Love. your big
LITTLE sister Kay 4/27

Phil-"Let's go talk to the Baby" ... Southern
<.:omfort...find you1· pants? ... what do you call
gas stations? ... You're the best-Thanx!4/2i
Nat- Having you for a big sis has made if all
worth it. Thanx for everything. Here's to
more wild times. Love, Di l/2i

Summer Sublet avail. late May to Aug. 31
quiet location. Newmarket Rd. Durliam.
Rent negotiable, call 659-2594. 5/4

Congrats Trish Rockefeller, Mary Frenchfry, Splinter Claudia, et all. And while l"m at
it ... a little quiet desperation at Bates? Don't
get deep with me D.S., let's bong Lou.-1/27

Summer Rent, tw• bedrooms " South Berwick, Me. June 15 - August 15. Call 862-1320.
4/27
.

& Carol. We did it you guys, we really did

Webster House Summer Sublet: June 1-Aug.
31. Sunny Apartment for 4 people. Spacious
living room, kitchen, dining area, bathroom,
2 bedrooms. Call Kjlren or Beth, 868-9699, or
Christy 868-5612. 5/t".:

it!!! I'm so proud of all of us. I love you all,
Susan 4/27

Toi the sisters of Chi 0 come on over to Phi
Mp Delta Saturday for some hip-moving
mpsic . All girls named Rulf get in free.4/27

The new sisters of AZ: Congratulations!
Pledging wasn't that bad, was 1t? I really
love all of you, even though it didn•t seem
like it some times. Love, Sheila 4/2i

Bob-thanks for a nice night with Neil Young
and backgammon; I challenge you to
another game. Take Care of your knee! See
ya? PatfPS. Where's your flower? 5/1

To Our Wild but crazy cook of QM-:\lona we
thank-you. Rita get psyched for Sunday·-your
great! George. 4/27

1'o lllcli, Ron
RO.. G., Mari; cralg,
Smylie, Frank, _a nd Jon1_ the .Pledges el
Sigma !\lu. This is your week-end, go all out
Sat. ni~ht it will be your first as brothers, but
the Big Brothers plan to whip the litUe
brothers in softba II first. The Big
Brothers..t/2i

AP,artment for two to sublet this summer
with fall option. Apartment ·is located in
Webster House. Please contact Ruth at 8689707 or 2-1650. 4./27

Deb McNeill- NOW you're my little sister.
We are family! Get psyched for this
weekend! ( \'ou too, Judy!) Love, your big
sis.4/27

Chris, thanks for all the help during
pledging. We may be "sisters .. now but
you·n always be my "special mom ... I love
, y~u. Congratulati~n fellow plcdgey! JC.4/27

To my little sister EZ & Margaret & my
"Grand sisters" Babs Keep up our Fantastic
Family Tradition . I love you all! The Old
Lady, Deb 4/27

Anyone interested in attending a shower for
Kace,Y Vandenboom before she gets
marned, please get in contact with Maura or
Lccny 2-16iQ

Greg, Deb, Jill, Wes, Barb, Jeff, Dale, Robin

All virgins and non-virgins are invited to Phi
Mu Della's Springfest Sat. 28th. You may be
a new person on Sunday . .t/2i

To Sue, Cindi, Ann, Barbara, Diane, Sandi,
Priscilla, Jennifer. Chris, Sharon, Kim,
Beth, Jake, Paula, M.J .. Mary, Milligan,
Nancy, Christine, Betsy, Sharon, Stuck,
Nancy, Debbie, Germaine, Hillary. EZ,
Rita, Melizza, Donna, Ann, Maggie, Lori,
Linda, Kris, Diane, Donna, Dafe, Babs,
Karen, Margaret, Gloria. Kelly, Lisa, Pam,
Wendy, Carol, Leslie, and Gail: Phi Mu
Spirit Never Dies! Love, the Seniors 1/27

MLP2- NICE haircut! Oh well, you're young.
it'll be ke,Y soon. You'll .be beat on Sunday
Morning, but fight for the team. Don't worry,
all's well that end well. Love, the Rabbit
Killer 4/27

--c.,
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WOODWARD
continued from page 2

according to Woodward.
"Washington is generally out of
touch with the country; you've
got to get out and see the people,''
he said.
Woodward and his staff of eight
work with support groups when
planning a presidential visit. "We
work with the Secret Service, the
White House Communications
Agency, the Air Force and a
number of other departments and
agencies,'' he said.
Working closely with the other
agencies, Woodward composes
memorandums, outlining everr
thing from airline seats to hotel
accommodations. He is responsible for every finite detail of the
trips.
Woodward said tho agencies

usually work well together.
"Some conflicts may arise. For
example, if the Secret Service
receives assasination intelligence
reports from Libya, Carter won't .
go there," he said.
•
The President receives 50 to 60
serious threats on his life each
month, according to Woodward.
"'There are also complications
when visiting abroad, especially
in Communist nations," Woodward said. "There are often
policy conflicts between White
House officials and heads of
state."

Carter
CARTER
continued from page 1

collegiate crossword
43 College in Houston
44 Stratagem
Thin, flat cracker 45 Assam silkwonn
46 Musical interval
Dance routine .
Defense mechanism 49 Fifth 50 Lightweight fabric
Plant shoots
52 Mentally exhausted
Post office Job
54 Muffle
Erratum
Paddle.
55 Nixon cabinet member, and family
Clothing
56 Picked a card
Bathroom
57 Town in Belgium
Mr. Arkin
Beauty mark
Airborne object
DOWN
Window part
1 Guarantee
" - we forget"
2 Mr. Buchwald
tube
3 Square's partner
Flower parts
4 Sicilian volcano
Most independent
5 Military unit
Carry on
6 Backbone
Sheet of ice
7 The GMAT, for one
Is in the driver's
8 Corrode
seat
9 Type of candy
Mule of the movies
10 Australian sights
Colorful flower
11 Food fish
Cafe au 12 Perfonns like
Tennis great
Dorothy Hamill
Fonnerly
ACROSS

1
6
10
11

13
14
16
17
19
20
22
23
24
25
26
27
29
30
31
32
35
38
39
40
42

13
15
18
21
23
25
26
28
29
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
39

opera
Tennis great
Mr. Hart
Closest
Patella
Eye part
Golf club
Jack Benny's wife
Like old ginger
ale
With 36-Down,
Polynesian kingdom
With 47-Down,
police setup
Like most roads
Preserved, as
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wasted on the ground," he said.
Carter promised not to use the
president's control over the
economy as a political tool in his
re-election campaign.
''Too often in the past, for
political reasons, President's
have given into the temptation
just before election time to try
gimmicks that lead to temporary
paper improvements in the
economic figures,'' Carter said.
"That has cost this country
severely and I refuse to do it."
Carter said his anti-inflation
program has four main points.
They are tight fiscal policy
leading to a balanced budget, a
tight
monetary
policy,
elimination
of
unneeded
regulation, and voluntary wage
and price standards.
"The inflation that we have
today has been gaining momentum for more than ten years,"
Cater said. "It cannot be halted
overnight because it has seeped
into the very fabric of our
economy.''
Vernis Jackson, an elementary
school teacher, asked Carter of the
status of the separate Department of Education he proposed
while running for president in
1976.
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The legislation was in
congress, Carter said. "I predict
that we will have established a
separate Dept. of Education this
year," Carter said. "I will be
very eager to sign the legislation
when the Congress passes it."
Paloma Kressman, a fourth
grader from Portsmouth, asked
the president, "Does Amy boast
or brag because you are
president of the United States?"
The crowd laughed while Carter pondered the question. "No, I
don't believe so," he said. "Amy,
being the daughter of a president,
probably does more apologizing
than she does bragging.''
After his appearance in Portsmouth, Carter flew to Manchester where he made a brief appearance at Memorial High
School.
Carter attended two dinner
parties Wednesday evening. The
first was in Manchester where 30
couples paid $500 apiece to hobnob with the country's chief executive. Later, Carter dined in
Bedford with 650 Democrats who
paid $125 each for a plate of roast
beef.
The two dinners raised approximately $40,000, wiping -out
the state Democratic Party's
debt of $25,000.
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Board to give the more conservative members a voting edge.
Of the Board's 25 trustees, 12
are appointed by the Governor
six are elected by the alumni of
the three campuses, and three the
governor ,
and
the
comissioners of agriculture and
education - are awarded the
positions with their offices.
The Chancellor of the University System, the three campus
presidents and one elected
student trustee round out the
Board.

Trustee hill

SENATE
continued from page 2
.
States where the presidents can
do this,' ' Sanborn said.
Sen. Clesson Blaisdell (DKeene) was among those opposing Sanborn's views.
Blaisdell, a member of the
commitee, said testimony had
shown that the presidents did not
vote on issues - such as pay
raises - where conflict of inTITLE IX
terest charges might be ievelled.
Another commntee memut:r, continued from page 19
Sen. Ralph Hough (R-Lebanon), is detrim-ental. The individual
said, "the public would be best schools could do a better job
served by keeping the presidents determining how to comply than
all the folks in Washington.''
on the Board.''
Sen. D. Allan Rock, a former
Heckel said the sports council
·nine-year veteran of the Board, is not going to immobilize while
ro~e in ~upport of Sanoorn·s b111.
awaiting national decisions.
When the bill was originally in- . "We're going to go ahead with an
troduced in January, several aggressive program."
political observers suggested
"We want to put the burden
Rock was the driving force
behind it, and he was attempting back where it belongs, not in the
to change the makeup of the ~ffice but at the schools," he con-

Title IX
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Here's an effective new eye-exercise program that can
produce astonishing results in a very short time • • •
The Bettervision Eye Clinic is
now ·o ffering a program of eyeexercises that can safety correct
most cases of poor eyesight- so
that glasses or contact lenses
are no longer needed. Originally
developed by Dr. William H. Bates
of the New York Eye Hospital, this
method has been widely used by the
Armed Forces, schools, clinics, and
thousands of private individuals, for
the treatment of:

nearsightedness
farsightedness
astigmatism
middle-age sight

Aldous Huxley-Nobel Author
''My vision was getting steadily worse,
even with greatly strengthened glasses.
To my dismay I realized I was going
blind. On the advice of my Doctor I
decided to try the Bates Method. There
was an immediate improvement. After
only 2 months T w.As RnlP to rPAd clParly
without glasses. Better still, the cataract
which had covered part of one eye for
over 16 years was beginning to clear up.''
Rev. Frederick A. Milos, M.S.
''By following the simple exercises given
in this program, I have completely
recovered my vision. Now I can read for
long periods without my glasses."
Ron Moore-Technician
''I originally went to the Clinic to deliver
some equipment-and ended up trying
their eye-exercise program. I am nearsighted, and have worn glasses for 15
yrs. In just 3 weeks after starting
the program, my eyesight has already
improved to the point where I can now
drive, do business, and watch T.V.-all
without my glasses!"

No matter what
your eyesight problem
the Bates Method can help you.
This is a health care program,
and will benefit
everyone who follows it children, adults, and seniors.
It is important to understand that
glasses do not cure a visual problem.
They are simply a compensating device
-like crutches. In fact, glasses usually
make the condition worse. Because they
make the eyes weak and lazy, a minor
problem often develops into a lifetime of
wearing glasses.
The Bates Method corrects poor
eyesight by strengthening the eyemuscles and relaxing the eyeball. You do
simple easy exercises that increase your
focusing power, eliminate eyestrain, and
bring your eyesight back to normal.

• WAIT FOR
OUR LA TE FEB.
&AUG. STARTS

· Based on

GLAS SES?

For many years it was thought that
poor eyesight was just bad luck, or
something you inherit from your parents.
Scientists now know that most eyesight
problems are caused by accumulated
stress and tension-which squeeze the
eyeball out of shape, and affect the
muscles that do the focusing. The result
is the eye cannot form a clear image, and
the w.orld appears to be blurry. In people
over 40, the natural aging process is also
. an important factor.

Low mileage trade-ins
1976 Chevy- 1 2 ton 8 ft. fleet side
pick-up 24,000 miles

USED CARS

Do You Wear

•
•
•
•

Great Bay Motor Co., Inc.
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Because the Bates Method deals with
the basic cause of your eyesight
problem, you can expect to see a definite
improvement in as little as 1or2 weeks.
Even if you have worn glasses all your
life- things will become clearer and
clearer, and you will have flashes of good
vision ... as you go through the program,
these flashes become longer and more
frequent . . . gradually blending "into
permanent better sight-at which point
the exercises are no longer necessary.
We usually find that people whose
eyesight is not too bad can return to
20/20 vision in about a month. Even if
your eyesight is really poor, within 2
to 3 months you should be able to put
away your glasses, once and for all. Read
these case histories:

'

Six extrinsic muscles

control the shape and

movement of the eyeball.
This program has been specially
designed for the individual to exercise
at home. Written in simple non-technical
language, it gives you all the guidance
you need to regain natural healthy vision
in just 1/2 hour a day: illustrated booklet,
· complete step-by-step instructions, plus
special charts and displays to ensure
you make rapid progress. The program
-is fully guaranteed and there's nothing
more to buy.
By /ollowlng this program, you will
soon be able to see clearly without
glasses. It's up to you. Ordering the

Bates Method can be one of the best
decisions you ever made. So do it nowbefore you get sidetracked and forget.
Fill out the order coupon, attach your
check for $9.95 plus $1 for postage and
handling, and mail it to us today!
If you hlYe any questions re1an11111
this program, plene can us at
(•15) 7&3-1119. Our quallfled
operator wlll be glad to help you.

-------------------------------------The Bates Method -------------------can mark a turning point
in your lifebetter eyesight without glasses or contact lenses. The
program is guaranteed. Try it for 30 days, and if you're
not fully satisfied, return it for an immediate refund.
Bettervision Eye Clinic
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY
Pacific Building,
16th & Jefferson,

1

NAME
ADDRESS

Oakland, CA 94612
Allow 1 to 2 weeks for delivery.
CA residents must add 65~ sales tax.

------~---~----~

CITY - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

STATE

ZIP
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Let It Rock-All Down the Line~ Honky Tonk Wo.m an-Miss You

Presents:

THE ROLLING STONES
Recorded Live on
The Summer '78 Tour
THIS SATURDAY APRlt 28 AT 6:00 PM
ON THE KING BISCUIT FLOWER HOUR
90 Minutes With The Ultimate Rock & Roll Band
. •I '.

•

. i

,

.
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Stearns stars, hut trackmen lose
By Gary Crossan
Tuesday was Guy Stearns Day
in Kingston, R.I.
The sophomore distanceman
picked up wins in both the 1500
and 5000 meters to propel the
UNH men's track team to.
another mile relay showdown,
this time with Springfield
College.
Going into the 5000 meters
(next to last event) Springfield
held a seemingly insurmountable
eight point lead (54-46). The URI
Rams had long since runaway
with the meet, eventually
amassing a total of 100 points.
"We threw in everybody we

of Springfield) in that last lap."
Stearns' win and Pete Foley's
fourth place gave UNH a shot at
second place heading into that
inevitable last relay. If the Wildcats could beat the Chiefs, the
runnerup spot was theirs. It was,
unfortunately, a long shot that
didn't score.
''They just had better quartermilers than we had," said
Copeland. Indeed Springfield
runners took two of the top five
places in individual 440. UNH
finished the meet third and last,
five points down.
The longer races continue to be
one of the Wildcats' stronger

had (into tho 5000)," recounted

pointo. Qf the five UNII wino,

UNH coach John Copeland.
"Springfield had four people entered and we wanted to see if they
were there to run or just for the
show.''
Stearns followed the lead group
through a slow mile and a half. "I
didn't jump into the race till the
last minute," he said at practice
Wednesday.
"Some guy stepped on my heel
at the two mile," he continued. "I
turned around and said 'watch it
buddy' and he gave me a shove. I
fell forward and just kept going.
I never saw him again."
"He (Stearns) was supposed to
take it (the 5000) as a workout,"
Copeland said. "But when he got
pushed, he got pissed. He buried
UNH javelin thrower Pete Bonde lets go a throw during a them (favorites Mike Curtain of
recent practice. Bonde's toss of 201 feet in Tuesday's meet Rhode Island and W.F. Newhall

three of them came in the dis-

, ·~ ~,e..

~~:;:ji~{2;:~;;~~··~

gave him third place. (Gary Crossan photo) -

Women tracksters
lose close meet
Lack of depth caused the UNH women's track team to fall just
one point shy of victory, 64-63, to a ·strong Springfield College
team on Tuesda v.
UNH, despite the loss, managed to capture first place in ten of
the 15 events. But Springfield scored heavily in the second a~d
third places nine times and these valuable points made the difference.
Again, UNH school records were proken. ~unior Linda
Schnieder outran her field in the two-mile with a time of 11: 16.4
which eclipsed her old record by three seconds.
Freshman Cathy Rosholt once again had a record-breaking
day, a meet ritual for her so far this year, as she shattered her old
discus record by six feet to set a new one at 133'4".
The mile relay was the last event to set a record as Jane Boyle,
Diane Pankratz, Missy Collins and Betsy Harris pounded out a
fast 4:06.6 to better the old mark which they set earlier this year.
One of the more exciting races of the afternoon was the 4 x 110
relay, in which UNH's Harris took the baton on the anchor leg ten
yards behind the Springfield runner. Harris poured on the speed,
caught up with the runner and beat her at the finish by two short
strides ..
Harris earlier in the dav olaced first in the 100 vard dash and in
the 220. Collins captured a first in the 440. Pankratz finished first
in the 880 and Jo Ann Paviglio outran her competitors in the
mile. In the field events, Cathy Rosholt placed first in the shot.
The women's next meet wiil be against Harvard on Saturday
beginning at 12: 30 in Cambridge.
NANCY CARBONNEAU

tance events. Besides s·tearn's
double victory, senior Mark
Berman steepled his way to a
new school record of 9:32.2.
George Junior nabbed the second
in the 3000 meter event to
duplicate the earlier one-two
finish of Alex Miller and Lou
Porrazzo in the hammer throw. A
bare five inches separated the
heavyweight's heaves as bo~h left
third place over twelve feet
behind.
Freshman Brad Sommers
scored the only other Wildcat
triumph, this one in the triple
jump (43'1'') as both he and Steve
Smith added almost two feet to
their previous personal bests.
"It was an excellant jump,"
complimented Copeland. "Both

he (Sommers) and Smith are
only freshman and both have a lot
of potential in the triple jump and
hurdles
(where
Sommer's
finished third and Smith suffered
a nonrecovering fall)."
"It's the first time I can
remember anyone throwing over
200 feet at UNH," Copeland said
of Pete Bonde's third place toss of
201 feet in the javelin. Though a
far cry from the 228 foot winning
effort, Bonde's thrown could
signal the coming of a spearchucking dynasty for the Wildcats as a talented batch of freshmen and sophomores are nipping
at his heels.
Though semor Lee Pope dashed
the best 220 of his life (22.3), it
garnered him only third and was,
in fact, the only place UNH
scored in the four sprint events
(including the relays).
"Rhode
Island
and
Springfield's power was very
evident there," Copeland noted.
"That and their overall ·depth
was just too much for us."
Sunday, the Cats ' travel to
Hanover for a tri-meet with the
New England giants Dartmouth
andUConn.
"We're looking to qualify a lot
of people (for the Conference and
New England meets)," said
Copeland from his office Wednesday. "We'll take nearly a full
team and be as competitive as we
can."

Women's softball team drops two
In the opener UNH was never
By Dina Engalichev
Namara and Diane .Delisle com- able
to recover from its first inbined
for
seven
walks
while
Bridgewater State swept a
ning
three
run deficit.
doubleheader from the UNH allowing three runs. Another
UNH
scored
once in the third
women's softball team yesterday Bridgewater run scored on a
Texas leaguer over second base inning and once in the sixth while
by scores of 8-2 and 9-8.
Bridgewater scored two unanWith thse losses and Tuesday's and the score was 6-2.
swered runs in the fourth and one
split doubleheader at Plymouth
Thirdbaseman Cheryl Murtagh each in the fifth and seventh
State College, UNH's season scored in the fourth to bring·UNH
making the final score 8-2.
record drops to 5-9.
to within three but the Bears
Late in the second game of came back with three more in the
"We had a ~ood chance." ~in
yesterday's twin-bill it looked fifth.
UNH coach Jane Job, "but we 1ust
like the_Wildcats were going to
Down by six runs, UNH began a couldn't pull in the tying run.'·
repeat what has almost become a
UNH was plagued with pitching
comeback.
CeJiter- ,
slow
habit for them this year - lose
difficulties all day.
fielder
Laurie
Lagasse
tripled
inthe first game and win the nightto left and scored on Diane
In the first inrung of the first
cap.
·
Hayes' sacrifice.
game
Delisle walked six batters
In the second game, UNH took
An inning later. Murtagh and and walked in three runs. She
an early 2-0 lead in the first inreplaced by Cefalo at the end
ning. Terry Birmingham and DH Lynn Walsh scored by virtue was
of
the
inning.
of
a
-single,
hvo
errors
·and
a
Patti Ayers each singled, both
later scoring on Bear errors and single rapped out by pinch hitter
In the nightcap McNamara was
Beth McDonald ..
a Patty Foster single.
replaced by Delisle who in turn
With the score 9-6 in the bottom relinquished the pitching duties
Bridgewater began a comeback in the second inning scoring of the seventh, UNH rallied for to Cefalo who pitched a total of
on a Wildcat error and then two more runs before being stop- eight and a half innings by day's
rallied in the fourth to take a ped. Colleen Bean and Birming- end.
ham made their way to third and
"That hurt us," said Job.
commanding lead.
UNH pitchers Marianne Mc- second respectively. Both would "None of our pitchers threw conscore on Bear errors as Murtagh sistently yesterday except for
Lisa."
made first.
With one out, Foster and Walsh
UNH's last chance to better its
both walked to load the bases but record comes Tuesday when the
the Wildcats couldn't pull it off as women host the University of
Lagasse and Hayes were both Southern
Maine
for
a
retired .giving Bridgewater the doubleheader beginning at 2:30
"Women's sports were buried in win.
p.m.
the PE department.'_'__
Title IX and the Commisslon on
Title IX helped to create better
head
coaching
positions.
Bigglestone explained that before
Title IX all coaches carried full
class load plus the responsibility STREAK
"We weren't trying to run up
of their teams. Now the coaches continued from oaoe 20
the score," said captain Beth
have time to spend with the pered by 34 UNH shots, saving on
Wheatley, "but they just kep letathletes.
six while the other 15 sailed wide ing us shoot.''
The women's athletic depart- of the net.
·Rilling substituted three
ment is now working on
At the other end, UNH goalie
assistant coaching positions and Suzanne Rousseau was uncharac- players in the second half of the
awaiting a state decision to ap- . teristically busy saving seven of Huskie hunt. O'Brian led all
propriate funds for a women's Harvard's 17 attempts while scorers with nine goals, Sanborn
addition to the Field House.
allowing her highest amount in just behind her with seven.
Despite the dispute over the three years.
For her efforts, Wheatley garguidelines, Bigglestone said she
Sue St. Louis was the Crimson's nered five goals and Donna
hoped the University will stand most potent scorer ending up Modini, Gaby Haroules and Patty
behind its commitments to with a hat trick. Behind her was McKay each added one.
women's athletics .
Karen Ken with two and Linda
With the season winding down
DeHart said he would like to Cornman with one.
qµickly
(three games left), the
achieve a program that would
On Tuesday, it was a totally dif- UMass encounter looks to be a
leave compliance up to the inferent situation when the Wild- good warm-up for the upcoming
dividual schools.
cats destroyed a hapless North- New England tournament at Yale
onMay5-6.
eastern squad, 24-2.
TITLE IX, page 17

UNH snubs Title IX debate
TITLE IX
continued from page 20

High quality coaches would be
lost and the University could no
longer attract talented athletes.
The number of scheduled games
and traveling distances would be
reduced. "This is getting really
morbid," said Bigglestone, "I
can't believe it would happen."
Bigglestone said if money
generating sports were excluded
from the per capita spending
standard, women's athletics
would be compared to men's
minor sports. At UNH, money
would then have to be pumped into the men's minor sports
because some of the women's
programs are of a higher calibre.
"This would make it difficult
for us to progress very much further with women 's athletics," she
said.
Revenue producing sports at
UNH (men's football, hockey and
baske'"ball
are partially fi-

nanced by University funds. "It
would be ridiculous to exempt
those sports here because they
don't earn their way anyway,"
explained Bigglestone.
She concluded that the NCAA
suggestion "does not apply here,
but it's hard to predict what will
happen. A very powerful
organization is at work in
Washington."
Title IX and the UNH Commission on Title IX have been instrumental
in
improving
women's athletics at UNH. "We
wouldn't have what we have now
without them,'' said Bigglestone.
Schedules and programs have
been expanded. A trainer, sports
information
director,
and
women's athletic director were
added.
Women's athletics were taken
out of the physical education
department and New Hampshire
Hall and moved to the Field
House to ''provide better access
and exposure," said Bigglestone.

Laxwornen top Harvard
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Big inning one game too late--Wi ldcats split
By Pete Hearne
The UNH baseball team
needed j~t one big_inningi. ~t one
rally, to beat the Providence
Friars yesterday. The big inning,
however, came one game too late
for the Wildcats, as they took the
second game of the doubleheader
to win, 9-1, after dropping the
opener, 3-2.
"It's a mental thing," said
coach Ted Conner, explaining the
turn of events between the first
and second games. "In the
second game, we had the bats."
Conner, however, was not happy
with the first game, "We didn't
play well anywhere,'' he added,
"it was a team effort."
Tomorrow, UNH hosts a strong
gtt1ne~

game, allowing Jablon.ski to

slated to start at 1:00 at Brackett
Field. These are the first of a
string of important games for the
Wildcats, who, after playing
Plymouth State on Monday, take
on powerful Holy Cross the
following day.
"We're going into this one
CUMass) in good shape," said
captain Steve Wholley. "These
are important games, and we're
gonna try and take both."
"Whoever plays the best will
win,'' predicted Conner, who said
his starting pitchers will be either
Terry Williams, Andy Adams, or
Steve Johnson. The Minutemen
are reportedly strongest in piting and also have good speed.
In yesterday's contest, Steve
Wholley boosted his record to 4-2
while going the distance in the
second game tecording five
strikeouts. The offensive hero,
though, turned out to be his hattery mate, catcher Mike Hennesey, who went 3 for 3 and
collected four RBI's.
"It was jut one of those days,"
shurgged Hennesey, "the hits
just fell in today.''

come around with the ninth and
final run for the Wildcats.
UNH also got on the board first
in the opening inning with a walk
to Whitty, who advanced on a
wild pitch and scored on an infield out. Another walk provided
run number two in the next inning, Jablonski performing the
honors.

U~f4;:,::,

UNH catcher Jim MacDonald tags out John Tierney as he tries to slip into home
plate during the first game of yesterday's doubleheader. UNH lost the game 3-2, but
came back to win the nightcap, 9-1. <Lee Hunsaker photo)

UNH snubs Title IX debate
By Pam Dey
National Collegiate Athletic
Association <NCAA) opposition to
parts of the guidelines in Title
IX will not deter the UNH Sports
Council from continuing with its
programs to promote women's
athletics said UNH Sports Council Director Maynard Heckel.
Title IX under the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 prohibits sex
schools
by
discrimination
receiving federal funding.
The guidelines call for an equal
expenditure of dollars per capita
in men's and women's athletics.
DeHart
of
DeHart,
Ed
Associates in Washington, D.C.
who are representing around 300
schools in the NCAA, said there is
disagreement with this aspect of
the guidelines.
He argued that the per capita
ignores
standard
spending
college economics and would be
detrimental to the schools who
have done the most to advance
their women's sports.
DeHart employee, Anne Darr,
explained that due to an in-

creased number of athletes,
schools who have increased their
women's athletics the most would
have to spend more money to
equalize their programs than
schools "whonave done a lousy
job in complying with Title IX.''
DeHart said, "Schools just
can't afford this policy interpretation."
The guidelines are not appropriate for different schools.
The NCAA proposed that a
possible solution for some schools
would be the exemption of
revenue producing sports from
the guidelines.
"We're not trying to arnmend
Title IX," said DeHart. "We support it. We want to change the
policy interpretations by withdrawing it and starting again.
We're trying to determine a
means to an end.''
Director of Affirmative Action
explained,
Deane
Nancy
"They're saying that money from
revenue producing sports spills
over to support women's athletics
and if required to spend the same

amount of money for recruiting,
scholarships, equipment, etc. it
would cripple the competitive
nature of their revenue creating
snorts. Thev say fan interest and
alumni support would diminish
and that it would severely curtail
their revenue.producing sports.''
If money generating sports
were exempted from Title IX
guidelines, women's athletics
would be compared to men's
minor sports according to UNH
Women's Athletic Director Gail
Bigglestone.
If revenue producing sports
were exempted from Title IX, the
repercussions would be serious
she said.
Programs would be cut. "We
would have to drop some teams
and operate with a few strong
teams and let the others do what
they could,'' she said.
"The in~erpretation_ is an effort
to tell schools how to comply,"
said DeHart. "The way it is now

The hits fell in for all the Wildcats in the fifth inning, when they
broke the 4-1 game wide open.
Centerfielder Jeff Whitty walked,
stole second, and scored on thirdbaseman Mark O'Hearn's single.
single.
Mike Salinaro, pinch hitting for
rightfielder Keith Stone, then
singled to right field. Jim
Whalley hit safely to bring home
O'Hearn, and put men on first
and third. On a fake suicide
squeeze play by Greg Jablonski,
Whalley alertly stole second, and
then both he and Salinaro scored
on Jablonski's single.
Hennesey then stepped up and
collected the sixth hit for UNH in
the inning, and his tturd of the

;:,quail iu a pttfr of

answered
Wildcats
The
Providence's sole run in the fourth
with a couple of their own. First
baseman Matt Kelly loaded the
bases with two out with. an infield
hit after Wholley and Jablonski
had reached on errors. The stage
was set for Hennesey, and the
man-of-the-hour was not to be
denied, lining a two-run single to
centerfield.
The Friar's fourth inning tally
came when Steve O'Neill, who
had singled, scored on rightfielder George Susce's double.
The first game was totally different - tense, close, the kind
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Laxmen drop close game
By Gerry Miles
"We were that close." said
UNH lacrosse coach Ted Garber
holding up his hands inches
apart. "We were that close," he
said. ·
For a second time in a row, the
Wildcats lost to a strong New
England team but only after
playing even with them for the
majority of the game.
Wednesday, Harvard was the
team which capitalized on the
few UNH mistakes and won, 11-6,
handing the Wildcats their
second New England loss; they
stand at 6-3 overall.
-"Our defense played tough,"
said Garber. "They <Harvard)
didn't get one goal because of a
bad slide by the defense. Not
one."
What' Harvard did get was
scoring on man-up situations, a
couple of fast breaks for goals
and well placed outside shots.
With forty seconds remaining
in the first half, a UNH scoring
attempt failed and the Crimson
turned it into a fast break and a
goal to go up 7-5 into the half.
But just before the half ended,
UNH received a penalty and the
Crimson retained possession
which meant there would be no
face off at the start of the second

half.
"I told them between the
halves they were going to have to
dig in if they still wanted a shot at
it (winning),'' said Garber.
That the Cats did as they killed
the penalty and came back down
the field to score and came within
one 7-6.
The UNH scoring machine
failed to score on their own manup situation and Harvard's Mike

Faught came down field to score
one of his four goals.
The fourth quarter was the
worst part of the game as the
Cats had trouble clearing the ball
and the Crimson scored twice
more from deep in the offensive
box to wrap up the game.
"It's tough to come back when
LAXMEN, page 5

•
UNH stickwome n wm
Bv Lee Hunsaker
CAMBRIDGE, MASS. Make it
six in a row for the UNH women's
lacrosse team. Yesterday, they
defeated Harvard, 13-6, here to
remain undefeated with Kathy
Sanborn leading the way with
five goals.
Donna O'Brian contributed
four goals, Gaby Haroules had
three and Janet Cope tallied once
in the unusually close contest.
Tomorrow, the Wildcats play
host to UMass, a team which tied
UNH 4-4 last year. "They should.
be our toughest competition,"
said UNH coach Jean Rilling.

Harvard, like other UNH opponents, went to a zone defense in
an effort to stifle the potent Wildcat offense. But they didn't go to
it right away.
When the game began the
Crimson tried to run with UNH
man-to-man, but after only a
minute dropped into its zone play.
UNH, however, was undaunted
by the move pouring home eight
goals in the first half to Harv a rd' s one. Crimson goalie _
Charlotte Rouseley, was pep- Wildcat Sherry Valenceti cradles past a Bridgewater opponent during UNH's 24-2 destruction of the Bears. Yesterday,
UNH defeated Harvard 13-6 to remain undefeated. (Lee
STREAK, page 19
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